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Abstract
In the manufacture of aero engine components, three key manufacturing processes can be 
identified. These are welding, heat treatment and mechanical cutting. Depending on what is 
required in terms of mechanical- and geometrical properties in the final product these 
processes are typically combined in a certain sequence. It is consistently these three processes, 
and the modelling and simulation of them using the finite element method, that are of concern 
to the work presented in this thesis. 

Product development phases such as the detailed design phase and the process planning phase 
are typically simulation intensive in aerospace industry. Normally, both more extensive 
component and manufacturing process data are available at these stages compared to in the 
previous concept development phase. It is however becoming increasingly important to 
enable predictions of manufacturability to be made early in the product development process. 
Changes made in the manufacturing process chart after a product offer is released will result 
in an increase in cost and a decrease in profit of that component. The aim of the work 
presented here is thus to develop strategies and computational technologies suitable for 
simulation of manufacturing processes in early stages of product development. An example of 
a computational technology developed in this work is the method of element deactivation 
used to simulate distortion effects of mechanical cutting.  

Within the area of simulation of manufacturing processes most research work and most 
publications focus on one individual process being simulated. This has been of great 
importance for the evolution of computational methods and analysis tools used both in 
industry and academia. However, when the focus of using simulations often is to determine 
process parameters in order to obtain desired product properties in the final product, it is 
essential to include the entire manufacturing process sequence in these simulations. In order 
to enable a sequence of manufacturing processes to be simulated, engineering information 
data need to be transferred between simulations of the individual processes. A system for 
engineering information data exchange in the context of manufacturing simulations is 
presented in this work. 

An approach commonly used for concept generation is knowledge based engineering (KBE). 
In KBE-systems, rules are implemented that embodies the enterprises’ product- and process 
knowledge. In this thesis, an integrated system where mechanical cutting simulations are 
performed within a knowledge based engineering software framework is presented.  

The thesis also deals with friction modelling in the rotary friction welding process and what is 
appropriate, in terms of computational matters, when attempting to simulate friction welding 
in a concept development context. 

The main theme in the thesis is thus to develop strategies, methods and computational 
technologies suitable for simulation of manufacturing processes such as rotary friction 
welding and mechanical cutting in early stages of product development. 

Keywords: Manufacturing Simulations, Simulation Methodologies, FEM, Rotary Friction 
Welding, Mechanical Cutting, Virtual Manufacturing, Friction Modelling, Heat Transfer 
Coefficient Sensitivity, Engineering Information Data Exchange. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 About Simulation, Virtual Manufacturing, and Finite Element Analysis 
Finite element method (FEM) theories mostly emerged during the 1950s and 60s, while 
during the 1970s and 80s, theories and methods were further developed and implemented in 
CAE software. According to Noor [1], the development of modern finite element technology 
can be divided into four stages, each with a duration of eight to ten years, starting in the 
1950s. The first period is characterized by the method being mainly applied to structural 
mechanics problems [1], [2]. In the second stage, the approach was expanded to address 
multifield problems while mathematical foundations were also given a great deal of attention, 
specifically on new efficient solution algorithms as well as techniques for solving large 
problems. During the 70s, a number of general purpose finite element codes were released for 
public use. In the 80s, the third stage, much of the effort by researchers was directed towards 
the development of new elements capable of handling unbounded domains, e.g. used in flow 
calculations. According to Noor, the fourth stage is characterized by new application fields, 
efficient algorithms for new computing systems (parallel computing), and the availability of 
FE-software on personal computers and workstations, as well as techniques for adaptive 
refinement of the mesh. 

Up until the beginning of the 90s, some 500 finite element programs or software packages had 
been released on the market [1]. At the beginning of the 90s the market was estimated to 
exceed 50,000 users spending about a billion dollars annually on finite element analysis 
(FEA). Since then, the number of users has increased dramatically, with the finite element 
method today being part of many engineers daily work, in practically every field of 
engineering analysis.

A number of distinctions can be made here as to what is the purpose of using FEA: 

Operational impact focus- The use of FEA mainly aim to improve the design of a 
product or a component by analyzing the effect of the loading (mechanical, thermal, or 
other) the structure will be subjected to during use. The result from the FEA analysis 
is used to improve the design. 
Virtual manufacturing (VM)

o Product response focus- The use of FEA aim to investigate the response of the 
structure due to a manufacturing operation affecting the structural or global 
behavior of the product. An example can be studying the increase in torsional 
stiffness of a car body due to spot welding (No distinction is here made as to 
how the welds are modeled).

o Manufacturing operation improvement focus- The use of FEA aim to predict 
the effect of a manufacturing operation on a product or component in terms of 
stress, plastic strain, displacements, temperature, microstructure, etc., so as to 
improve or optimize the manufacturing process itself. 

Combinations of these cases are of course possible. The ultimate goal for any FEA analyst is 
to combine all focuses to first model the manufacturing operation so as to improve or 
optimize it with respect to the residual state it produces. By knowing how the manufacturing 
operation should be performed, the response of the structure due to the manufacturing 
operation can be determined or optimized or both. By knowing the residual state of the 
finished product, the operational behavior due to manufacturing can then be simulated. 
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Another way of looking at the above distinction is to describe it as three feedback loops, as 
depicted in Fig.1, where iterations are done at the manufacturing operation improvement 
focus level, or between the manufacturing operation improvement focus level and the product 
response focus level, or between the manufacturing operation improvement focus level and 
the operational impact focus level. 

Figure 1: Iteration loop possibilities depending on FEA focus. 

In this thesis, manufacturing processes are classified as processes that transform a raw or 
semi-finished material in one form into another. Form is not restricted to geometrical shape, 
but can also mean a structural change, e.g. a change in material characteristics or similar. A 
definition of manufacturing processes made up of four categories is done in [3]. These four 
categories are: 

1. Material removal processes, e.g. mechanical cutting or machining 
2. Material shape changing processes, e.g. casting, forging or bending 
3. Material joining processes, e.g. welding, coating or assembly 
4. Material characteristic changing processes, e.g. heat treatment 

This division of processes as per type is useful for the purpose of this thesis and will therefore 
be used here. 

FEA is commonly used within industry for design purposes and for evaluating the effect of 
the manufacturing process on the product being manufactured (Virtual Manufacturing-VM). 
However, VM is still not widely used within all branches of the manufacturing industry and is 
more commonly used in industries where extreme demands are placed on the components 
being manufactured by the company, e.g. the aerospace industry. In an aerospace component, 

       Manufacturing operation 
improvement focus 

   Product response focus

     Operational impact focus
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the geometric tolerances are extremely high. In addition, the residual state of the component is 
also crucial for the component to behave as expected during operation. For instance, in a 
component where a tensile surface stress is present after a manufacturing operation, the risk 
for crack initiation and propagation during operation is much higher than if a compressive 
surface stress is introduced by, for example, shot peening. Therefore, the value of enabling 
predictions of residual states after various manufacturing operations is high. 

However, in industries where the operating conditions of the product or component are not as 
severe, the use of VM to predict the influence of the manufacturing process on the component 
in question is not as widespread. VM can also be regarded as a tool for quality assessment, 
and since competition throughout the entire manufacturing industry is ever increasing, the 
evolution towards a more extensive use of VM in industry branches other than aerospace will 
surely follow. 

Many revolutions in the area of manufacturing science have occurred during the last few 
decades, e.g. the evolution of laser technology, the introduction of robotics, the use of 
advanced tool materials in cutting processes, and the use of modern composite materials [4]. 
Virtual manufacturing, the topic addressed in this thesis, is predicted by many to be the next 
revolution within manufacturing technology. The gains of using VM are many, some of 
which are presented below: 

Reduced time to market 
The lead time can be shortened since extensive analyses can be done in a 
relatively short time. As well, enabling parallel activities during the product 
development process, a.k.a. integrated product- and process development 
(IPPD), reduces the time to market for a product. Virtual manufacturing 
essentially serves as a tool in enabling simulations and predictions of process 
parameters to be determined in advance of designing the manufacturing process. 

Reduced tooling cost 
Predicting the shapes of materials after a manufacturing step enables the 
redesign of tooling to be done virtually, thereby leading to fewer tool prototypes 
being made. This greatly impacts the costs of tooling, which is often a leading 
cost in the manufacturing industry.  

Improved quality 
By enabling optimization and iterative design loops to be done virtually 
compared to making physical prototypes, there is little increase in cost and the 
quality of the manufactured products will reap the benefit [5]. 
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1.2 FEA as an Engineering Design Tool 

If FEA tools are used to develop a new design or improve an existing design (operational 
impact focus), a number of authors believe that a trend in the near future will be a more 
extensive use of FEA tools among designers as an aid in engineering design. In [6], Burman 
presents the objective of the research project in his thesis as: 

“…to more efficiently implement FEA in the mechanical engineering design process by 
eliminating, or at least significantly reducing, the integrational problems between the two 
activities of analysis and design, and thereby also to facilitate an extended use of FEA in 
engineering design.” 

There are many definitions of engineering design, one of which is by the American Institute 
of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA): 

“Design Engineering is a discipline that creates and transforms ideas and concepts into a 
product definition that satisfies customer requirements. The role of the design engineer is the 
creation, synthesis, iteration, and presentation of design solutions. The design engineer 
coordinates with engineering specialists and integrates their inputs to produce the form, fit 
and functional documentation to completely define the product.” 

In this thesis, the activity of performing analyses and simulations (e.g. computational 
activities of any kind) is regarded as a subset of the complete activity of designing a product.

Irrespective of how the field of engineering design is defined, the process of designing a 
product involves making estimations. The fact that the designer is forced to make assumptions 
is clearly highlighted in the story told by Adams [9]. 

In a friendly discussion, a design engineer and a material scientist debated the 
wisdom of picking a linear Young’s modulus for cast iron. The material scientist 
asserted that a “linear” portion of the cast iron stress-strain curve did not exist, 
and that the variation in processing could result in a property value of ±50% 
from lot to lot. The design engineer said: “I understand all that, but which 
young’s modulus should I use?” 

This example highlights how much of engineering design is about making sound assumptions 
and estimations. 

Estimations must be made since, as pointed out by Samuel [7], there are almost always a vast 
number of solutions to a complete design. To synthesize all design possibilities into a concept, 
estimations must be made.  

To make sound estimations, engineering judgment by the designer is a necessary quality. It is 
here the use of analyses, such as finite element analyses, can constitute a support. In situations 
where the complexity of the problem is vast and analytical methods of computation or 
structural distillation1 are not enough to lower the risk to an acceptable level, using 

1Structural distillation-The process of decomposing relatively complex engineering structures into elementary engineering 
components possessing readily available mathematical models. 
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computational methods like the finite element method is preferable. Structural distillation and 
computational methods do not obviously oppose each other, but rather serve as complements. 
As mentioned, using simulations can be due to the complexity of the problem or for seeking 
an answer with greater accuracy. When design decisions must be made with little information 
about the product, its manufacturing process, the material or other product characteristics, risk 
management naturally becomes a necessity. Risk assessment is therefore closely related to 
engineering design/simulation activities. Simulation activities can serve as an aid in decision 
making and can therefore also be regarded as a risk reducing activity.

Another researcher who predicts a more extensive use of computational activities, specifically 
FEA, is Bathe [2]. He states that the design engineer’s main objective is to use FEA to 
enhance the product, which explains why the designer is not interested in the underlying 
principles of FEA, and therefore predicts a more integrated use of FE-methods in CAD 
software where, for instance, user intervention capabilities for meshing tasks are limited. He 
also points out that this is probably true for linear elastic static problems, but that expertise is 
still required when it comes to non-linear, dynamic, or fluid analyses. Bathe recommends that 
even non-linear problems should be preceded by a linear analysis and describes the complete 
process of analysis like a series of laboratory experiments where different assumptions are 
made in each experiment, though the experiments are performed on a computer with a finite 
element program. 

Isaksson [8] stresses that in the emerging area of knowledge based engineering (KBE), there 
exists a natural coupling between simulation activities and engineering design. Isaksson 
presents a generic method to describe, understand, and communicate the computational 
situation in an engineering design situation.

Adams [9] even introduces a new job post in the area of product development, namely the 
design analyst, who is neither a designer nor an analysis specialist, but something in between. 
Adams reports that a void must often be filled if the areas of engineering design and 
computation/simulation are to approach each other. Adams is rather critical of how FEA is 
used in industry today, and writes that the potential of using FEA as a tool to build better 
products is underestimated. The origin of this criticality stems from the FEA being used more 
or less as a crisis tool. According to Adams, FEA is often brought into the design process if a 
problem arises that cannot be resolved by other means. If FEA was brought in earlier in the 
process as a design tool to bridge the so called knowledge gap, mistakes done on virtual 
prototypes would be earlier in the design process and increased product knowledge would be 
gained earlier in the product development process, see figures 2a and b. This way, a larger 
number of concepts could also be explored and the product would benefit both in terms of 
quality and the risk related to designing it. Adams stresses that the value of using simulation 
lies in the reduction of the knowledge gap and in the potential for savings in the latter stages 
of the product development cycle. 
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Figure 2: a) Development cost and product knowledge versus development time in a traditional 
engineering design project. b) Development cost and product knowledge versus development time in an 
analysis intense engineering design project. 

It is the author’s belief that even though the complexity of using FEA tools for manufacturing 
simulations can be greater for a number of reasons, the evolution towards a more design 
oriented use of finite element analysis for simulation of manufacturing operations will occur. 
The author of this thesis also believes that the necessity of analysis specialists will increase 
rather than decrease as this evolution takes place. 

1.3 Initiation of Project and Identification of Research Problem 
In the area of research within simulation of manufacturing processes, most work and 
publications focus on one individual process being simulated [10]. As much as this research is 
needed, there is also a need to study sequences of manufacturing processes. Only then will the 
real benefits of using simulations as a tool within process- and product development become 
evident.

An integrated simulation approach simulating all manufacturing processes incorporated in a 
manufacturing sequence will permit optimization of process parameters for all operations as 
opposed to a single operation. It may be that changing a process parameter of a process 
located at the beginning of the manufacturing sequence not only affects the current process, 
but almost certainly processes several operations further down in the sequence. To enable 
optimization of the overall effect of this process parameter on the product, simulation of the 
entire manufacturing sequence is essential. 

The selection of process parameters is a complex task, and definitely an area where choices 
and decisions are made based on prior knowledge and experience of the process in question.
Using simulations as a tool for process parameter evaluation will not replace the need for this 
knowledge and experience, but rather serve as a support in determining process parameters 
[11].

With this background, it has been recognized that there exists a need for simulation 
methodologies within virtual manufacturing when attempting to simulate a sequence of 

Development cost              
Product knowledge

a) b) 

Concept      Product                  Market Concept    Product                   Market 

Development cost              
Product knowledge
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manufacturing processes. Computational techniques to perform these simulations so that 
sufficient accuracy is gained within a reasonable computational time are also needed. 

The aim of the work done in this thesis has been partly to enable simulations of a sequence of 
manufacturing steps so as to establish methodologies for how simulation activities can 
become an even more effective tool within product- and process development [8].  

Three of the most common manufacturing sequences in many manufacturing industries are 
welding, heat treatment of some form, and mechanical cutting. Of the three, simulation of 
mechanical cutting has been identified as the operation often considered an obstacle when 
attempting to perform simulations of a sequence of manufacturing steps due to this simulation 
being very computationally demanding [12]. A cutting simulation is complex due to 
numerous factors, mainly large plastic deformations, high strain rates, plastic heat generation 
in the tool-work piece interface, and complex changing contact conditions. Considering these 
aspects can result in computational times in the order of months if this type of contact analysis 
is to be performed on a component level. To be able to simulate mechanical cutting on 
component level, simplified methods are thus needed. In this thesis, a method to simulate 
cutting is suggested as well as recommendations of when to use it. 

Since rotary friction welding also is an important and common process in the manufacturing 
of aerospace components, demonstrating the use of an optimization system to determine 
parameters in a friction model is described in the thesis. 

Another topic essential for the integrated simulation approach is the sharing of analysis data 
with others who are performing the next analysis in the analysis sequence [13]. Understanding 
what type of analysis data, in what format, and when it is needed are all essential questions to 
be asked. This thesis presents a system for this type of information management when 
attempting to simulate a sequence of manufacturing operations. This type of system not only 
enables analysis data sharing but also offers effective information management, such as 
transformation between formats, traceability, and searchability within product analysis data 
and other database capabilities. 

Since many predict an evolution towards a more extensive use of FEA tools by designers or 
so-called design analysts in the simulation of manufacturing operations, the need for tailored 
systems where input is given in the form of process parameters or variables is needed. These 
types of systems can be regarded as knowledge engineering systems, since knowledge about 
how to perform such an analysis is built into the system. Other types of high-level2 systems 
are optimization systems where a code is implemented for the solution of the direct problem. 
Depending on the results produced by the direct problem solving software, the optimization 
system is essentially a shell system intended to control the software that solves the direct 
problem. Thus, both the knowledge engineering type of system and the optimization system 
can be regarded as engineering or computational framework systems with different 
functionality. In this thesis, these types of systems will be referred to as computational 
framework and support systems. 

2 High-level system-A framework system within which analysis software of some kind is incorporated to solve a direct problem.  
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1.4 Research Question 
The comprehensive research question is presented below. It can be broken down into more 
specific questions dealing with the intended problem to be solved in each of the work 
packages performed in this research project. However, specific research questions to be 
answered in each of the appended papers are described therein; therefore, the contribution to 
the overall research question is hopefully evident. 

1.5 Research Methodology 
The overall research strategy can be described as identifying a problem prohibiting an 
extended integration of engineering design and manufacturing simulation activities in product 
development. After the problem was identified, methods, computational procedures, or other 
systems contributing to the problem solution were suggested. The suggested solution was then 
implemented and tested, and conclusions were drawn. These have been the working 
procedures for the main part of the work presented in this thesis. Figure 3 gives an overview 
of what this thesis’ contributions are and where the focus of each appended paper lies. Details 
regarding the identified problems can be found in the “Summary of Appended Papers” section 
of the thesis. 

Figure 3: The field of research presented in the thesis together with area of contribution for the appended 
papers.

Paper ID 

FEA of
Welding

FEA of heat 
treatment 

FEA of
machining 

Information management system 

Welding Heat 
treatment 

Machining 

Optimization framework 

Knowledge engineering 
framework 

A B

C

D

E

#

E
C

D

”Which tools, methods and support systems are needed in order to make the use of FE-
analyses for simulation of manufacturing processes, such as welding, heat treatment and 
mechanical cutting, more effective within engineering design and product development” 
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2. Cutting, Welding and Heat Treatment Manufacturing Processes 
Cutting, welding, and heat treatment manufacturing processes are possibly the most common 
and important processes in the fabrication of aerospace components. It is these three processes 
that have been studied in one form or another throughout this thesis. Even though the 
problems originate from the aerospace industry, the methods to simulate the same processes 
in other branches of the manufacturing industry are the same. 

2.1 Thermo-mechanical Manufacturing Processes-Background, History 
and Trends  

The oldest thermo-mechanical manufacturing process known to man is the casting of metals. 
The casting of mainly copper, bronze, and gold was crucial to people in Egypt, China, and 
Africa in their effort to not only produce mainly artwork, but also weapons. Heat treatment 
processing, the oldest of the three processes mentioned in the title of this section, were 
performed the same way as today, with heating and rapid quenching for hardening purposes 
and often with a successive annealing operation to create steel with greater ductility. 

Even welding processes can be traced back over 2,000 years. The earliest finding dates to the 
Bronze Age where gold joints were manufactured by pressure welding techniques. What we 
refer to as modern welding started at the beginning of the 19th century with gas welding and 
was followed successively by other methods. The electrode welding procedure was invented 
at the beginning of the 20th century by Strohmenger and throughout the 20th century, 
techniques for welding evolved until the most recent welding process being the laser welding 
process, first demonstrated by Maiman [82] in 1960. Regarding metal cutting technology, the 
first successful lathe for the turning of soft metal was invented by the Celts, who used them 
during the 14th century to turn metal parts into parts mainly for clocks. A revolution in 
modern machining technology was the introduction of sintered carbide cutting inserts, which 
dramatically increased the rate of production. As an example, a cutting operation that took 
100 minutes in 1900, took 1 minute to perform with carbide inserts in 1980 [14].

The Welding Institute (TWI) identifies a number of issues that drive welding technology in 
the aerospace industry, such as improved manufacturing efficiency, welding to reduce mass, 
improved repair and refurbishment methods, and improved structural monitoring [15]. These 
drivers are predicted by TWI to enforce development in the areas of friction stir welding of 
airframes, laser cutting and welding, distortion reduced welding techniques, repair of gas 
turbines, linear friction welding for aero engines, and shaped metal deposition. 

Technology development of mechanical cutting is mainly driven by increased competition in 
the field [16]. To gain competitive advantages, areas like near net-shape manufacturing and 
high-speed machining are and will continue to be important in the future. Both high-speed 
machining and near net-shape manufacturing are means to speed up production rates and 
remain competitive. Environmental aspects and regulations have forced a decreased use of 
coolants during machining. Dry and high-speed machining means higher tool temperatures 
and reduced tool life due to thermal failure; an industry trend is therefore to develop more 
heat resistant tool materials and coatings. 

To increase fuel efficiency, the strife for lighter vehicles and aircrafts in both the aerospace 
and automotive industries has led to a more extensive use of high-strength steels with lowered 
machinability. This evolution drives the development of cutting inserts where issues like 
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chipgroove geometries and coatings as well as substrate composition play a key role in tool 
performance. 

The Research and Development Committee of the ASM Heat Treating Society publishes a 
roadmap [17] of the research and development needs in the heat treating society. Among the 
identified issues is the need for development of: 

…high-temperature carburizing steels with grain growth resistance to shorten cycles. 
…a greater understanding of tempering/aging processes for induction, magnetic, and 
furnace processes to reduce variation and processing time. 
…models for phase transformation kinetics during rapid heating to reduce heating 
time. 
…software for materials selection incorporating a materials properties database in 
which the user enters desired properties and the outputs are candidate materials and 
their required heat treatment. 
…process models that can relate materials characteristics to failure performance. 
…phase transformation models for volumetric strains on heating and cooling. 
…phase transformation models into software tools. 
…thermo-mechanical models with both material and atmosphere interactions. 
…thermo-mechanical models for prediction of cooling rate, residual stress, and 
properties in components. 

Burslem [18] states that the competitive advantages within the heat treating society are 
predicted to lie in anticipating the needs of the market by focusing on user education, 
improved process design, and minimizing costs by efficient processing. 

2.2 Continuous Drive Friction Welding 
One of the most important manufacturing processes when welding large rotationally 
symmetric structures in the aerospace industry is the rotational friction welding process. Here, 
two workpieces are welded together by holding one of them still, while rotating the other 
under the influence of an axial load. Due to the frictional heat generated in the interface, the 
material in the interface is almost melted, though the process is still a solid-phase joining 
process [19] [20].

When this stage is reached, the rotation is stopped and the axial load is momentarily 
increased. This is referred to as the forging stage. The two workpieces are then allowed to 
cool and the joint is ready. 

During the friction phase, heat generation in the interface of the workpieces causes the 
material in the fusion zone to become soft, and a so-called flash is expelled from the interface 
region, see Fig. 4. 
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Figure 4: Flash development in the interface region. 

The friction welding method has numerous advantages [19]. The process is self-cleaning due 
to the expelling of material in the fusion zone; therefore, no weld preparation is generally 
necessary. The fact that the process is a solid-state process decreases the risk of hydrogen 
contamination in the weld while lowering the risk for hydrogen cracking. A narrow heat 
affected zone is produced, leading to a subsequently lower risk for grain growth and reduced 
yield strength. Other advantages of the process are its suitability for automation and the 
possibility to join different materials. 

If the bonding mechanisms in the process are studied in more detail, the process can be 
divided into a number of stages [19]. At first, local contact between asperities occurs and the 
unit pressure is high. At a certain time, the adhesion between the materials from the two 
workpieces is stronger than the material on either side. Shearing takes place and material is 
transferred from one workpiece to the other. This process leads to an increase in torque. The 
process continues until enough heat is produced to make the material reach its specific yield 
limit. As more material reaches its yield limit, the torque decreases to remain relatively 
constant after a full layer of plasticized material is developed.  

Figure 5: Parameter variation during a typical continuous drive friction welding process. 

Flash
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Welding parameters in the friction welding process are rotational velocity, friction phase 
pressure, forging phase pressure, heating time (t1), braking time (t2), forge delay time (t3), and 
forging time (t4). Of these, rotational velocity, friction and forging phase pressures, and 
friction time are the most important to control so as to obtain the desired characteristic of the 
weld. The variation of the parameters during a typical rotary friction welding process can be 
seen in Fig. 5. 

2.3 Mechanical Cutting 
Mechanical cutting is defined as a number of methods to separate material from a workpiece 
in the form of a chip. Methods included in this definition are, e.g., milling, turning, drilling, 
and grinding. The results of this thesis are applicable to the milling and turning processes. 
Mechanical cutting and primarily turning operations are very common in the manufacturing 
of aerospace components, since most components are rotational symmetric, see Fig. 6. 

Figure 6: Typical jet engine component geometries.  

Components with a main geometry that is axisymmetric, but also has features that are non-
symmetrically placed in the circumference, like in Fig. 6 (right), are normally subject to a 
number of additional milling operations.  

Applying external forces to a workpiece by rotating either the workpiece or the tool while 
moving the tool or the workpiece in the direction of the material causes the formation of a 
shear zone (Primary deformation zone). The deformation is localized to this shear zone, and 
the formation of a chip begins. This principle is illustrated in Fig. 7, together with the angle 

indicating the shear plane. 

Figure 7: Chip evolution principle in a cutting operation. 

There are also other zones in the vicinity of the tool that are extensively affected in the cutting 
operation [14]. Zone A in Fig. 8 (left) is the secondary deformation zone where heat is 

Tool

Workpiece

Chip
   v 
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generated due to both plastic deformation and friction between the chip side of the tool and 
the workpiece. In zone B, heat is generated due to friction between the clearance side of the 
tool and the workpiece. Looking at the energy transformation in the cutting region, the energy 
is distributed according to Fig. 8 (right). Of the total amount of heat generated in the cutting 
process, approximately 80% is removed with the chip, while 20% is almost divided equally 
between the tool and the workpiece [14]. 

Figure 8: Deformation zones and energy distribution in a cutting process.  

Process parameters in a mechanical cutting operation are cutting speed, feeding speed, and 
cutting depth, all regarded as parameters externally controlled by the operator. In addition, 
depending on which is chosen, numerous cutting inserts with different geometries and 
properties influence the cutting operation. The choice of cutting process parameters affects the 
four main factors of mechanical cutting, namely tool life, cutting time, specific cutting force, 
and power requirement [14]. Tool life is reduced due to thermal failure resulting from too 
high temperatures in the cutting insert. Therefore, the limitation in cutting speed is today 
determined by the ability of the insert to withstand high operational temperatures [14].  

Trent [21] states that cutting speeds are the limiting factor to decrease process times in many 
cutting operations and that the determination of temperature and temperature distribution in 
the region near the cutting edge is critical for the future development of cutting inserts 
geometries and coatings. Trent believes that even though recent research has clarified some 
principles, the work done so far is only the beginning of the fundamental survey required. 

2.4 Heat Treatment 
The focus or objective of heat treatment (HT) can be many. Since heat treatment and the 
modeling of heat treatment is not the main focus of this thesis, this section will only outline 
the main purposes of heat treatment processing.  

Heat treatment is a collection of many processes such as annealing, stress relief heat 
treatments, quenching, tempering, and aging [22]. All heat treatment processes include the 
process of heating the material, holding the temperature a certain time, and cooling the 
workpiece in one way or another. Depending on the focus of the HT operation, the processes 
differ greatly. Heating time should normally be long enough to not introduce any new 
unwanted stresses due to temperature gradients that cause the yield limit to be exceeded. The 
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variation in holding time depends on the driving mechanism of the wanted transformation. If 
the transformation is controlled via diffusion, the holding time must be long enough to allow 
for the diffusion to occur [22]. The maximum holding temperature is often limited due to 
reasons for material transformation, such as phase transformations and grain growth. Further, 
due to economical reasons, the processing time must always be kept to a minimum.  

The cooling phase is also often governed by a desire to obtain a certain material 
microstructure or structure. For example, in a cooling operation where the HT operation 
focuses on relieving stresses from the previous manufacturing process, the cooling time is 
balanced between obtaining the desired microstructure (e.g. short enough time to prohibit 
grain growth) and not introducing new stresses due to too rapid cooling. Either way, the 
mechanisms allowing for a relaxation of stresses can be of different kinds [23]. They are often 
governed by creep phenomena or dislocation movement phenomena or both depending on the 
magnitude of the residual stresses present in the component along with the temperature level 
the component is exposed to. An example of a deformation map for an austenitic stainless 
steel can be seen in Fig. 9. The deformation map shows the governing phenomena for 
relaxation of stresses, depending on the stress and temperature level for a certain material. 

Figure 9: Deformation map for an austenitic stainless steel (SS316) [23]. 

Depending on the cooling procedure, heat dissipation occurs through radiation when cooling 
occurs in a low pressure or vacuum atmosphere [24]. If the component is air cooled in the 
workshop, both radiation and convection govern the heat dissipation. 

3. Modeling and Simulation of Cutting, Welding, and Heat 
Treatment 

One focus of this thesis is to highlight issues important for an extended integration of 
manufacturing processes simulation and engineering design/product development. This 
section will highlight issues in the modeling and simulation of these processes, and 
particularly computational issues impeding the use of FEA to model a sequence of 
manufacturing processes. Other issues needed to be solved to take full advantage of the 
possibilities using virtual manufacturing, e.g. communication of engineering analysis data, 
will be discussed in the appropriate sections of the thesis. 
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3.1 Modeling and Simulation of Cutting 
A number of computational issues are important to address regarding simulation of 
mechanical cutting. This section briefly describes the computational aspects to consider.  

3.1.1 Explicit vs. Implicit time Integration Schemes 
An implicit time stepping scheme implies that a coupled system of equations is solved; 
convergence in the previous time step is therefore necessary for the solution to continue. 
However, explicit time stepping schemes where no iteration procedure is required allow for 
solving problems with high non-linearity, complex changing contact conditions, and other 
high-speed phenomena. The explicit time stepping scheme also places an upper bound on the 
time step size to maintain stability in the solution.  

Discussions abound regarding which integration scheme to use in what situation, with results 
being presented in a number of papers supporting both schemes depending on the situation 
they are used in [25][26][27]. 

When dealing with high strain rate phenomena, rapidly changing contact conditions, and 
physical processes that are generally rapid in nature, a convergence problem will arise if using 
an implicit time stepping scheme [28]; hence, the use of explicit time stepping schemes is 
favorable. The main drawback with explicit time stepping schemes is that the maximum time 
step length is restricted. Therefore, in smooth processes, implicit schemes are preferable.  In 
the field of mechanical cutting simulations, the above discussion means that implicit schemes 
can be recommended when the simulation involves continuous chip formation and non-
complex contact conditions. Explicit schemes can be favorable when dealing with complex 
geometry- and contact conditions, such as discontinuous chip formation or in high-speed 
machining.  

3.1.2 Lagrangian, Eularian, or Mixed Formulations 
In a Lagrangian formulation the mesh is fixed to the material, i.e. the mesh follows the 
material deformation path. Using an eularian formulation means that the mesh is fixed in 
space, allowing the material to flow through the discretized area [29] [30].

Both schemes are used when simulating mechanical cutting. Lagrangian formulations are 
generally preferred [12] [31] [32] [33], because if a fixed mesh is to be used (eularian 
formulation), chip geometry must be known in advance to allow for the discretization. 
Eularian formulations are therefore not recommended when dealing with discontinuous chip 
formation. Chip geometry also changes during the cutting process due to, for example, 
changing rotational velocity when the radius of the workpiece in a turning operation 
decreases. A definite advantage of using an eularian formulation is the avoidance of problems 
with element distortions. This is not the case when using a lagrangian formulation. Simulating 
cutting using a lagrangian formulation places great demands on the mesh adaptivity and 
regeneration.

3.1.3 Material Models 
It is possible when simulating mechanical cutting to use both rigid-plastic and elastic-plastic 
material models, depending on whether the elastic part of the deformation is important in the 
analysis or not. Further, both rate dependent and rate independent material models have been 
used by a number of researchers. Astakhov [34] stresses that one problem requiring solution 
in the field of mechanical cutting simulation is the deformation mechanism behind the chip 
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breaking processes. Most cutting processes involve strain rates far beyond when the plasticity 
theory is applicable. At these high strain rates, plastic deformation should, according to 
theory, be governed by a phenomenon called twinning [35]. This is not the case in metal 
cutting, since experiments simultaneously show that the maximum contribution of twinning to 
the plastic strain is about 17%. In addition, the microstructure of twins has never been 
actually observed; therefore, this problem is yet to be solved as quoted by Astakhov. 

Since spring-back is an elastic phenomenon that is often a problem area in turning operations, 
especially with thin-walled structures, elastic material models are often used. If using a rigid 
material model, it is not possible to predict neither the spring-back phenomena in cutting 
simulations, nor the thermal strains or residual stress states.  

The difference between a rate dependent and a rate independent material model is that the 
plastic strain rate is incorporated in the constitutive equation of the former, as opposed to the 
latter. Since high strain rates occur in all cutting operations, strain rate dependent models are 
preferred. However, obtaining this dependency experimentally is a costly and tedious task, 
making simplifications using strain rate independent material models also common. 

A physical phenomenon called shear banding can appear under certain cutting conditions. The 
phenomenon gains its origin from when materials experience a negative tangent modulus 
during deformation, or what is referred to as strain softening, and is associated with either 
localized growth of the deformation in materials with low diffusivity or in high-speed 
processes, typically when machining titanium alloys. The deformation mode in this zone is 
usually shear, hence the name [36] [37]. Efforts to capture this phenomenon in computational 
models have been done by, for example, Molinari [38]. 

3.1.4 Thermo-Mechanical Coupling 
Two types of thermo-mechanical couplings are common when simulating mechanical cutting, 
namely adiabatic heating and a so-called complete coupling. An adiabatic thermo-mechanical 
coupling assumes that the heat generated during the cutting process due to plastic work and 
friction remains localized [38]. In a completely coupled thermo-mechanical model, heat 
conduction within the tool and workpiece is accounted for [39]. Depending on the type of 
process to be modeled and the type of workpiece material to be analyzed, both of the above 
couplings are valid. In a high-speed process where there is no time for heat conduction to take 
place, or if a material with low thermal conductivity is used as a workpiece material, the 
adiabatic assumption can be used. However, if a high conductivity material is used or if the 
process is a low-speed process, a completely coupled thermo-mechanical model is preferred.

Some form of thermal conductivity model usually models heat conduction between the tool 
and the workpiece. Researchers have adopted a number of different heat conduction models 
where the difference is how the amount of heat transferred to the tool and the chip is 
calculated [39] [40]. One method is the heat conduction continuity method, which assumes 
equal heat flux between the tool and the chip. Another approach is to assume that the tool is 
isothermal, i.e. the temperature of the tool does not change as opposed to the chip. Some 
works have adopted the first law of thermodynamics in determining the interface temperature, 
after which the heat transferred to the tool is computed separately. 

3.1.5 Contact and Friction Modeling 
An important modeling element in many manufacturing simulations is the contact model, 
which describes what occurs in the region of two bodies in contact. Examples of processes 
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where contact and friction modeling are important are metal forming and mechanical cutting. 
Numerical modeling of contact is essentially a constraint prohibiting two bodies to penetrate 
each other. Numerous numerical methods commonly used to pose these constraints exist, such 
as Lagrange multiplier methods, penalty methods, or mixed methods like the augmented 
langrangian method. There is also a third method used in, for example, MSC’s non-linear 
finite element code MSC.Marc, viz. the method of direct constraints. Since MSC.Marc has 
been used extensively throughout the research described in this thesis, a short description of 
the contact handling procedure will be given. 

Method of Direct Constraints 
The method of direct constraints can be described as a method where the motion of the two 
bodies is tracked; when contact occurs, direct constraints are placed on the motion [41]. This 
results in an accurate contact procedure, if the motion of the bodies can be adequately tracked. 
Another advantage of this technique is that complex changing contact conditions can be 
handled, since no in-advance knowledge of where the contact occurs is necessary.

Depending on the time stepping scheme chosen, the search for contact is treated differently. 
In a fixed time stepping scheme, the time increment is subdivided into half the time step 
length, resulting in a node in almost contact or with a certain amount of penetration at the end 
of the time step. Another method is to treat the contact update within the Newton-Raphson 
iteration loop, where the incremental displacement is scaled so that the contacting node 
directly reaches the contact segment, resulting in a more accurate contact model. The third 
way of performing the contact search is by using adaptive time stepping. The time step length 
is reduced so that the node is barely in contact, after which constraints are placed on the 
motion of the node. The new time step length is then calculated based on the convergence 
criteria. This procedure reduces the speed of the solution, in the contact search, but just 
enough to achieve accurate contact modeling.  

Friction Modeling
Authors in the field of mechanical cutting simulations have implemented a number of friction 
models. The simplest is the well-known Coulomb friction model, where it is assumed that the 
frictional tangential stress is proportional to the normal stress by a friction coefficient, often 
denoted  [42]. The Coulomb friction model in its original formulation assumes either a stick 
or slip behavior. If the tangential stress is larger than  times the normal stress, slip is 
anticipated, otherwise there is no relative motion in the contact, e.g. stick behavior. This 
abrupt change in contact behavior can cause numerical difficulties; therefore, modified 
Coulomb friction models exist [43]. In some models, the stick-slip behavior can be 
smoothened out so that the value of the relative velocity in the contact can be changed. In 
addition, some modified Coulomb friction models account for the difference between the 
dynamic and static friction coefficients. Here, an overshoot parameter can be specified to take 
care of this physical behavior. 

Experimental models with their basis in experimental observations of the physical behavior 
also exist. However, these will not be addressed here.  

Further, models without any relation between normal stress and tangential stress have been 
proposed, such as that used by Eldridge et. al. [44]. Their model relates shear stress to the 
yield stress in a shearing mode. Shear friction models are favorably used when the normal 
forces in the contact are large. In these cases, Coulomb friction models often predict a higher 
frictional stress than what is actually observed. 
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However, in discussing friction models and the advantages and disadvantages of different 
models, it is unclear what model is most suitable for cutting simulations, probably because 
friction is a very complex phenomenon that is yet to be completely understood.  

3.1.6 Chip Separation Criteria's 
In performing a contact analysis of a cutting operation, a criterion of when the chip is going to 
separate from the workpiece is needed. Two main criteria, geometrical or physical, can be 
defined [12]. For each criterion, a number of methods exist to account for chip separation. A 
path, together with a criterion of when the separation will occur can be specified.  

A common measure is to use the equivalent plastic strain as an indicator of when the chip will 
separate, use a predefined distance from the tool tip to the nearest node to trigger the 
separation [32], or to use some form of fracture criteria [45]. Fracture criteria can be based on, 
for example, void growth models or the materials fracture toughness, depending if the fracture 
is brittle or ductile.

To summarize, it can be stated that if a cutting simulation of a multi-fracturing material is to 
be performed, a chip separation criterion considering an actual break-away of the chip from 
the workpiece is preferable [45]. If the aim of the analysis is to predict surface roughness, a 
chip separation criterion where the separation can take place outside a predefined cutting path 
is essential.  

Using equivalent plastic strain as an indicator of when to separate the chip from the 
workpiece along a cutting path can be dangerous if interested in the phenomena close to the 
cutting tool. This is since the duplication of nodes and, finally, separation along the cutting 
path propagates more rapidly than the actual cutting tool speed [28]. Hence, a long open crack 
forms in front of the cutting tool, removing the possibility to accurately study the effects close 
to the cutting edge. Due to computational difficulties in dealing with a chip actually breaking 
away from the workpiece, most cutting simulations to date have focused on continuous chip 
formation. 

3.1.7 Mesh Adaptivity and Regeneration 
Numerous reasons exist as to why remeshing is used within the field of FE-simulations. A 
higher accuracy is possibly needed in regions where large gradients or singularities exist, 
referred to as geometrical singularities, e.g. a sharp corner. Other types of singularities are 
point loads causing the stress to approach infinity at that location. Here, a denser mesh is also 
normally needed.  

In the field of non-linear finite element simulations, where large plastic deformations are 
present, the need for remeshing is often due to severe element distortions causing the 
accuracy of the solution to decrease. Other reasons for using remeshing can be to more 
accurately capture the chip formation in a cutting operation [28] or to enable for alternating 
breakage paths for the chip. Remeshing can be divided into three main categories, namely H-
adaptivity, P-adaptivity, and R-adaptivity [6]. If H-adaptivity is used, the size of the finite 
elements is changed, normally reducing the size to more accurately capture a physical 
phenomenon. In P-adaptivity, the interpolating polynomials of the finite element are changed 
to a higher degree, allowing for more accurate representation of gradients in the mesh. 
Finally, the main idea of using R-adaptivity is to relocate nodes to a more favorable position, 
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thereby reducing the element distortion. A combination of H- and R-adaptivity is most 
commonly used in mechanical cutting simulations. Different criteria of when to start 
remeshing have been proposed by many authors. Sekhon and Chenot [46] suggest a method 
based on element distortion for the start of the remeshing algorithm. This is suggested on a 
local level of refinement, but is also normally used in global remeshing schemes when local 
refinement is insufficient. Maurish and Ortiz use the plastic work rate as an indicator to start 
remeshing [47], while Kalhori et. al. use both the plastic work rate and a posterior error 
estimate based on the gradients in the mesh [12]. 

Irrespective of what technique is used, the need for both local and global refinement is clearly 
needed in simulating mechanical cutting, when interested in, for example, the effects on a 
micro-level scale or in prediction of cutting forces. 

3.2 Modeling and Simulation of Continuous Drive Friction Welding 
There are a number of similarities between the modeling and simulation of continuous drive 
friction welding (CDFW) and mechanical cutting. Both processes involve mechanical contact, 
and show areas with large local deformations. The deformation is, in the case of CDFW, 
localized to the development of the flash. The research focus regarding CDFW is similar to 
that of other welding processes, such as laser or electron beam welding. 

One advantage with CDFW is the possibility to join different materials. The aerospace 
industry, among others, also has a strong interest in combining materials in, e.g., jet engines. 
By combining materials, the material property usage can be optimized depending on the 
operating conditions in different parts of the jet engine. Hence, many publications report on 
the success of analyzing the joining of various ferrous and non-ferrous metals [48] [49] [50].

As with other welding processes, microstructure evolution is crucial to the mechanical 
properties of the finished weld. Many papers report on microstructure evolution due to the 
welding process and the correlation of the microstructure to the experimentally observed 
mechanical properties [48] [50] [51] [52]. However, few publications have until now been 
published where the connection between microstructure evolution due to the thermo-
mechanical processing history of the weld is modeled. Research of other welding processes 
have advanced further regarding the modeling of the coupling between microstructure 
evolution and thermo-mechanical processing history. 

The loads in a friction welding process are both mechanical and thermal. A thermal load is 
produced due to the generation of frictional heat from rubbing action between the two 
contacting surfaces in the process. The amount of heat generated depends on the magnitude of 
the axial load, the material, the friction in the contact, and the relative sliding velocity. The 
axial load is an external variable controlled by the friction welding equipment. If the friction 
welding process is force controlled or displacement controlled, the loading is either constant 
or varies with axial displacement and temperature. The relative velocity is a function of the 
workpiece radius. Two pioneers in simulating heat flow in CDFW are Kleiber and Sluzalec, 
who presented a model for temperature assessment [53].  

The friction coefficient also has its dependencies. Studies have shown it to vary with pressure, 
relative velocity, and temperature [20]. A number of studies regarding how to model the 
dependencies of the coefficient of friction or essentially the heat input model have been 
published [54][55]. 
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Most published work presents axisymmetric models to analyze the CDFW process, which is 
justified since the process in nature is axisymmetric. The assumption, however, means that no 
relative displacement of material is assumed in the tangential direction of the two cylindrical 
workpieces. In modeling other welding processes (e.g. processes where a weld pool exists); 
the stirring action in the weld pool is sometimes accounted for by increased thermal 
conductivity of the material. A certain underestimation of the thermal conductivity is possible 
by assuming axisymmetry in the CDFW process, since a redeposit of material (or stirring) can 
take place during the initial heating phase of the process. Some efforts to model the viscous 
flow of material in the fusion zone have been done, e.g. by Bendzsak et. al. [56]. 

Using regression analysis with finite element simulations has been presented by 
Balasubramanian [57], whose results indicated that the dependency of the friction coefficient 
is greatest on the pressure. The temperature also has a strong effect on the friction coefficient, 
while the effect of the relative sliding velocity is quite small.  

Except for Balasubramanian’s publication, few other references have been found regarding 
the use of optimization techniques together with FEA to obtain a heat input model that 
considers the dependency of the friction coefficient on pressure, temperature, and relative 
sliding velocity. 

3.3 Modeling and Simulation of Heat Treatment Processing 
Heat treatment processing has been identified as one of the three most common and important 
processes in the manufacturing of aerospace components. Since modeling and heat treatment 
simulation have not been the main focus of the work presented in this thesis, only an 
overview of some modeling and simulation issues will be given.  

The section will briefly describe a few important computational issues regarding stress relief 
as well as cooling or quenching from the elevated temperatures that are part of this process. 
Thus, all types of heat treatment aiming at increasing the hardness or yield strength of the 
material or both will be left out. 

Stress relieving heat treatments can essentially be grouped under the annealing process, but 
their main focus is to relieve stresses somehow previously introduced.  

As stated earlier, Houghton [17] mentions a number of critical computational issues needed to 
be resolved in the heat treating industry. Among these are the need for phase transformation 
models for volumetric strains on heating and cooling, thermo-mechanical models for both 
material and atmospheric interactions, and thermo-mechanical models for predicting cooling 
rates, residual stress, and other component properties.  

Berglund [24] asses the last problem, where convective heat transfer coefficients are 
determined using a computational fluid dynamics software. These are then enforced as 
boundary conditions in the latter thermo-mechanical analysis to predict the residual stress 
field. Berglund’s work can therefore be accepted as an example of model development for 
atmospheric interaction and property prediction. Another paper in Berglund’s thesis analyzes 
microstructure evolution due to thermal processing by the use of FEA. 

Assessing the magnitudes of convective and radiative heat losses is one of the main problems 
when attempting to analyze heating, cooling, and quenching processes.
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Röhl [10] presents a successful method or technique to minimize residual stresses and any 
subsequent machining distortions by using optimization techniques in the analysis of a fan 
cooling procedure. 

Important for analyzing stress relieving heat treatments is also the creep model. Ahlberg [22] 
compares two different creep models to account for the stress relaxation during heat 
treatment.  

4. Computational Framework and Support Systems 
Computational framework and support systems are here defined as all types of high-level 
systems with a function to, in one form or another, support computational activities, in part or 
whole throughout the product development process. Therefore, engineering information data 
management systems, optimization framework systems, and knowledge engineering systems 
can be grouped under this headline, even if the purpose of using them can differ. However, 
specific to all of these systems is that none of them solves a direct physical problem, as 
opposed to software intended for computational fluid dynamics, finite element analysis, or 
rigid body dynamics. 

4.1 Engineering Information Data Management Systems 
Regardless if a computational problem is a problem of fluid dynamics, rigid body dynamics, 
or structural dynamics, computational technology within each field has reached a maturity 
where gains can be made by integrating the direct problem solving tool into an environment 
for multidisciplinary design problem solving [58]. Even if the problem does not cross the 
boundary of the domain (e.g. consists of a number of problems within the same computational 
domain), the need to integrate direct problem solving software (such as an FE software) into 
an engineering environment is increasing, e.g. where data can be transferred from one 
simulation to another by using both database technology and neutral exchange formats [58].  

Engineering information is the data produced and used in a product development process. In 
this thesis, engineering information is referred to as the data produced by a CAE system or, 
more specifically in this case, FEA software. Data management is referred to as the activity of 
sharing, storing, and exchanging engineering information that is appropriate for the users of 
the data and for the effectiveness in the product development process. 

Nyström [59] presents a mediator technology to be used as a framework for information 
integration and exchange. The approach allows the system to be divided into three layers. The 
lowest level is the source layer where the actual information is produced (CAD or CAE 
software). The middle layer, the mediator layer, communicates and exchanges data between 
the application and the source layer. In this case, the highest level (application layer) is an 
optimization framework system that uses the output from the source software(s) to proceed.  

Data can be exchanged or transferred directly between CAE software through the use of 
mediator technology. A mediator is essentially a virtual database that holds information about 
the stored data without actually storing any of it [59]. Included between each data source 
(CAE software) and the mediator is a so-called wrapper that translates the query from the 
heterogeneous languages of the sources into the language used by the mediator [59] [60] [63].  

Using files is another way of exchanging data. Normally, the communication is performed in 
a neutral format such as STEP or IGES. However, none of these formats fully support the 
exchange of analysis data between FE-software or between separate analyses in the same 
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software. Examples of data that are possible to transfer are elements, nodes, certain boundary 
conditions, and certain nodal and integration point variables. There is, however, a lack of 
support for the exchange of certain variables or data types, such as rigid body definitions, 
plastic strains, and thermal boundary conditions.  

Database management systems are often used in parallel to systems for data exchange. 
However, no attention will be given to database systems in this thesis, since they are not 
within the scope of the work performed by the author. The main advantage and motivation of 
using database systems as a central unit in the management of engineering analysis 
information is to reduce the number of interfaces needed. In a system where n CAE systems 
are all to communicate with one another, the number of interfaces become n(n-1), while if a 
common database is used, the number of interfaces are 2n [61].

Tejtel et. al. [62] present a computational architecture within the field of aerodynamic 
computations, which supposedly serves as a framework where any number of codes can be 
linked, and data can be exchanged, stored, and otherwise managed. The system is said to 
support decision-making in the design process of a complete vehicle. The issue of systems 
supporting decision-making is also addressed by Hale [63] and Wiederhold [64]. 

4.2 Knowledge Engineering Systems 
Knowledge engineering (KE) systems or knowledge based engineering systems (KBE) can be 
seen as tools for capturing knowledge and reusing it. The definition is broad, and therefore 
one can regard many systems as systems where knowledge is captured. Knowledge systems 
can also generally be seen as systems with the intention to capture expert knowledge and 
make it available to others that may not possess expert knowledge within the field. Systems 
intended to capture expert knowledge are sometimes referred to as expert systems.  

Irrespective of the definition, what is central to all of these concepts is the caption of 
knowledge, in one form or another. The main idea behind all concepts of knowledge capture 
is that almost every thing we do, and almost every decision we make are based on some sort 
of knowledge.

Knowledge can be explicit, i.e. an exact answer to how and why a decision is made. This type 
of knowledge is easier to capture in a system since there is an exact definition of how and 
why. Even if a vague answer is given as to why a decision is made a certain way (for example 
of the form: “I don’t know why, that’s just the way it’s done…), it is possible to capture 
knowledge. The fundamental difference between the two cases just mentioned is the 
traceability of the decision, where there is no traceability back to hard facts in the latter case. 

The question of traceability is important, especially for the transparency of the system, i.e. the 
ability for others to see why the rule is created the way it is. Transparency also increases 
trustworthiness of KE systems, because if a system is experienced as a “black box”, the 
question about reliability is always nearby. 

Depending on the size of the enterprise, the demands on and the definition of what a KE-
system is can differ. A methodology for KBE-system development in small- to medium sized 
enterprises is presented by Lovett [65], who also mentioned that the areas of application for a 
KBE or expert system can be many. It is common for KBE-systems to be integrated with 
CAD software, where a set of rules control the output of the CAD system. The means for 
creating design rules can also be many. The reasons can be due to manufacturing capabilities, 
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stress level requirements, manufacturing costs, or just that the design language of the product 
should fit with the rest of the product family within a manufacturing enterprise. 

Twelves [66] provides an example of using KBE in predicting manufacturing feasibility. This 
work is one of the few to use non-linear finite element technology in a KBE framework to 
predict manufacturability and, as pointed out by Twelves, is therefore thought to be a novel 
use of the technique. 

A knowledge modeling approach to selecting manufacturing technology without the use of 
finite element analysis is presented by Zdráhal [67], who instead evaluates the 
manufacturability of a shaft with respect to typical process outputs, such as the type of 
geometry that is possible to produce with a certain manufacturing technique and the 
tolerances by which a component can be manufactured.  

Singh [68] presents an expert system to be used by a sheet metal planner to intelligently select 
a press from a number of machines on the shop floor, depending on the availability of the 
machine, the press force needed, and numerous other manufacturing issues to be considered 
for production planning. 

Several publications are found in the area of combining KE-systems with FEA. As 
mentioned, systems where non-linear FEA is combined with KE to predict, for instance 
manufacturability, are not described in many research papers. Turkiyyah [69] proposes a 
knowledge-based framework to assist users in setting up, interpreting, and hierarchically 
refining FE-models within the structural engineering domain. Essentially, Turkiyyah states 
that today’s FE-software do not meet the requirements in terms of model definition or post-
processing. The language of an FE-system is “low-level”, i.e. a user must do the actual 
translation from the physical problem to the model to describe it. This is where the benefits of 
knowledge-based systems can prove invaluable in assisting the engineer with analysis work. 
The same holds true for the post-processing task where, according to Turkiyyah, it should be 
possible to let the KE-system translate the simulation results back into a physical behavior of 
the analyzed component in terms of, e.g., possible failure modes. 

Shi [70] addresses the issue with extraction of knowledge from simulation results by 
investigating the method of KDD (Knowledge Discovery from Database) and implementing 
two algorithms to extract knowledge from a database. The system is used on a drawing 
process to demonstrate and validate the proposed methodology. 

Contrary to Shih, Nagasawa [71] presents a support system for finite element analysis, where 
the main aim is to support the engineer in the pre-processor phase of modeling a physical 
problem.  

Dolšak and Cheng [72] [73] present issues regarding automatic meshing combined with the 
use of KBE-systems, where the primary aim is to aid the engineer in the meshing task. 
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4.3 Optimization Framework Systems 
Optimization or inverse algorithms are used in many fields of engineering to minimize or 
maximize a function critical to the problem to be solved. The problem is often a minimization 
problem since the goal is usually to minimize the difference between a calculated and an 
experimentally obtained quantity by altering a number of parameters in an expression used for 
the calculation of that quantity. The use of optimization shells are also more common in fields 
of engineering where the computational time for the solution of the direct problem is 
reasonable. Publications where optimization tools are used in conjunction with FE-software 
for simulation of manufacturing processes exist, though their numbers are fewer here than in 
the field of, e.g., multi-body dynamics. Regardless of what optimization algorithm is used to 
solve the optimization problem, the use of optimization in combination with a code to solve 
the direct problem can be described by Fig. 10.  

Figure 10: The optimization process. 

The model used to describe the direct problem is dependent on a number of variables. After a 
simulation of the process is performed, the system characteristics can be determined. The 
state variables are also known at this point, since they depend on the model input variables. 
An objective function evaluation can now be made. The objective function is essentially a 
measure of how well the computed solution fits a predetermined solution obtained, for 
instance, via experiments. The optimization code uses the value of the objective function to 
determine the new set of parameters to be used in the computational model. The model is 
updated, a new simulation is started, and the process continues until a convergence criterion is 
met. 

No comparison between different optimization algorithms will be done in this thesis. Instead, 
examples of using optimization algorithms to solve critical problems in virtual manufacturing 
will be given. 

Lindbäck [74] uses an in-house software called INVSYS to optimize, or actually minimize, 
the accumulated plastic strain during a forming operation. The geometry parameters within 
certain boundaries in the beam cross section are altered to find the optimal shape of the press-
formed beam. Lindbäck does not use a classical shape optimization algorithm, but instead 
regenerates the geometry of the finite element model in each iteration in the optimization 
loop.
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Another example of combined usage between FEA software and optimization algorithms can 
be found in the work of Castro [75]. Castro uses genetic algorithms to find the optimal 
workpiece preform shape and temperature for a forging operation. The works of Castro and 
Lindbäck highlight the potential of using optimization in conjunction with FEA software to 
find optimal process parameters (to achieve a certain product characteristic) in a 
manufacturing operation.  

The solution of many direct problems is still often very computer demanding, especially if 
large models with, for instance, contact or localized plastic deformation is to be analyzed. The 
usage of optimization shells together with FEA tools thus still relies on computational 
performance to increase for the methods to be used efficiently on real industrial problems and 
products, Kopp [76]. 

Shape optimization using FEA has been used for many years. The classical approach is to 
define the geometry of the structure via a number of parameters, where the initial geometry is 
generated by setting these parameters to certain values. A mesh is generated and the response 
of the structure to the loading is calculated. Typically, the objective function to be minimized 
is cost or weight. The drawback of this type of shape optimization is the fact that the topology 
of the structure cannot be changed, and that the geometry must be definable using only a few 
parameters. Reynolds [77] presents a new tool for structural optimization where the topology 
of the structure is allowed to change. Other authors have also published similar methods for 
structural optimization where the topology is allowed to change. In the “Reverse Adaptivity”-
method presented by Reynolds, elements corresponding to material in low-stress areas of the 
model are subdivided. Any low-stress subdivided elements are then removed from the mesh 
and a new analysis submitted. The procedure thus produces a new, more optimized geometry 
in each iteration. 

Using optimization techniques on heat transfer problems is fairly common. Many publications 
focus on determining the heat transfer coefficients by using inverse techniques. One initiative 
to determine heat transfer coefficients during heat treatment is done by Kim [78].  By using 
an inverse technique, Kim considers the spatial and time dependencies of the heat transfer 
coefficients during fan cooling and water quenching of steel specimens. Hong [79] presents 
another example of the benefits of inverse techniques, where he shows that an unknown 
thermal boundary condition can be determined during a grinding process with limited 
temperature measurements at only a few points.  

Crucial to metal forming processes is the forming limit of the material, which is often 
determined by crack initiation and propagation. Hambli [80] presents a computational 
methodology based on an inverse technique to identify critical values of fracture criteria. The 
approach is to minimize the difference between the predicted force-penetration curve obtained 
from the FEA and the corresponding curve obtained in a blanking test. It is claimed that the 
methodology enables process parameters to be chosen to ensure a high-quality part. 

5. Summary of Results 
The result of the work presented in this thesis is in a number of published and soon to be 
published appended papers. This section briefly summarizes the results from all papers. Since 
the section below addresses matters described in detail in the appended papers, the reader is 
advised to review each paper before continuing with the “Summary of Results” or 
“Conclusions” or both. 
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5.1 Computational Techniques and Methodologies 
An efficient technique to simulate the distortion effects of mechanical cutting operations has 
been presented, with its potential having been compared with experiments. Combinations of 
using the so-called element deactivation technique with other computational techniques to 
account for, e.g., the effects of heating during mechanical cutting, have been suggested.  

A methodology or a roadmap is suggested as an aid for the engineer when aiming to 
simulating a cutting operation. Issues gathered in a scheme will serve as a comprehensive 
map or guideline for how to progress when attempting to simulate mechanical cutting.  

A comprehensive description of the main routes in the map is given in Fig. 11 and the text 
following the figure, while the complete map is presented in Figures 12 and 13. Where no 
clear agreement among researchers within the field of numerical analysis by finite elements is 
evident, possible choices are still indicated, though no advice on which method or principle to 
use is given.

Figure 11: Methods for simulation of cutting. 

A. Static Element Deactivation 
Static element deactivation is suitable for concept evaluation and other applications where 
time demands to generate results are limited. Definitions of element domains are needed. This 
method does not allow for prediction of varying chip thickness or influence of cutting order 
on the result. Time-response analyses are not possible, since the solution is one-step. The 
method can be helpful in behavioral studies, in situations where, for instance, the distortion 
effects of geometrical changes or material changes in a component are of interest.  

B. Continuous Element Deactivation 
Continuous element deactivation is a method that allows for time-response analyses, since 
element deactivation is here incorporated in a time stepping scheme. As a result, the effects of 
the cutting order can be predicted. Varying chip thickness due to continuous distortion is also 
possible to predict. Definitions of cutting paths are necessary. It is useful for behavioral 
studies and as a trouble-shooting tool in production, since the effects of certain process 
parameters such as cutting order or the placement of the final geometry within the bulk 
material is possible. Process parameters such as cutting tool geometry, and feeding- and 
rotational velocities and their influence are not incorporated in this type of analysis. No 
thermal effects due to frictional or plastic heat generation are accounted for. Therefore, when 
severe cutting conditions apply and much heat is transferred to the workpiece, the 
applicability of this method can be questioned. 
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C. Contact Analysis 
Performing a contact analysis is the most general way of simulating cutting. Most physical 
phenomena can be included, providing accurate results. Computational times are the main 
drawback, since analyses of cutting sequences with a duration in real-time in the order of 
minutes can result in computational times in the order of weeks. A contact analysis enables 
predicting the effects of cutting insert geometry, heat effects due to frictional heat generation, 
effects of plastic work generation, prediction of surface roughness, design of tool geometry, 
prediction of cutting forces, and so on. For research and design purposes in the field of cutting 
tool development, contact analyses are the way towards progress. 

D. Combination Techniques 
These can be described as a series of methods taking advantage of each technique mentioned 
above. In an analysis where the focus is to study the effect of the cutting operation on the 
components geometry, and not study the effect on either the tool itself or to predict cutting 
forces, these techniques can be favorable. If the aim of the analysis is to accurately predict 
distortions, especially in thin wall components, the residual stress field introduced by the tool 
in the cutting operation is preferably included. A combination of a continuous element 
deactivation method and a contact analysis is here recommended. Heat effects may also cause 
distortion during cutting. In this case, a combined element deactivation technique with a 
moving heat source, to account for the thermal effects, may be the right choice. 

Figure 12: Mind map for computational choices regarding mechanical cutting simulations. 
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In Fig. 12 above, only the parts of the map incorporating the low- and high computational 
effort routes are presented. A continuation of the map incorporating the medium 
computational route is presented in Fig.13. 

Figure 13: Mind map for computational choices regarding mechanical cutting simulations. 

When an appropriate analysis for the purpose is chosen, a number of computational choices 
exist depending on the computational aspects. These are graphically presented in figures 14, 
15, and 16. Some of the aspects are applicable independently of the analysis type chosen, 
while some only refer to a specific analysis type. An arrow in the figure indicates a one-way 
path.
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 Figure 14: Computational aspects for simulation of mechanical cutting. 
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Figure 15: Computational aspects for simulation of mechanical cutting. 
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Figure 16: Computational aspects for simulation of mechanical cutting. 
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Results from a sensitivity analysis are presented, showing that neither the magnitude of 
convective heat transfer coefficients appropriate for an air cooling procedure nor an 
asymmetry in the convective boundary condition have the effect of introducing stress levels 
of the magnitude capable of generating subsequently unacceptable machining distortions in a 
forged titanium aerospace component. 

A friction model for frictional heat generation in a rotary friction welding procedure is 
presented. Optimization techniques were used to determine parameters in the friction model 
so as to reproduce the torque-time curve of a real friction welding procedure. The model 
accounts for geometric as well as process parameter effects; hence, the aim is to produce a 
heat input model to be used in the friction welding simulation of full-size components. The 
work also shows the potential of combining optimization methods with simulations of 
manufacturing processes to create efficient computational systems that can be of use in 
product development work in the manufacturing industry. 

5.2 Computational Framework and Support Systems 
This thesis presents a system for engineering analysis information management that is 
intended to support the simulation of a sequence of manufacturing simulations. The system 
can use and manipulate information independent of its origin. It separates data from the 
simulation tools and allows data manipulation tasks to be performed even if the simulation 
tool is exchanged. The system uses an AMOS II database system to store and exchange 
simulation information between individual manufacturing simulations. 

In the thesis, a finite element software has been incorporated into an optimization code 
developed by Wikman and Bergman [81]. This has been shown successful in determining 
parameters in a friction model for friction welding simulations. The optimized friction model 
produces torque-time curves that show reasonable agreement with experimentally obtained 
torque-time curves in the friction welding of cylindrical titanium specimens. The system can 
be further used for other optimization purposes, since the system is built on easily 
exchangeable individual scripts and executables to account for other objective functions to be 
calculated. 

A method for simulating distortion effects of mechanical cutting has been implemented in a 
knowledge engineering framework, where a user interface to be used by process designers has 
been developed. The system captures computational knowledge crucial in simulating 
mechanical cutting so that the user input can be given in the form of dimensions, number of 
machining passes, cutting depths, the previous processing history, etc. The system then 
automatically generates a computational model with the necessary user subroutines to 
simulate the cutting sequence. After the analysis is performed, results are transferred back to 
the knowledge engineering system and presented to the user. The system is demonstrated on 
the machining of flange geometries. 
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6. Discussion and Conclusions 
From the results generated in each of the papers presented herein, a number of conclusions 
can be drawn. The conclusions separately contribute with answers to the research question 
posed at the beginning of this thesis. 

6.1 Computational Issues 
An element deactivation technique to simulate the distortion effects due to mechanical cutting 
has been presented. The main benefit of using the element deactivation technique in a time 
stepping scheme is the possibility to predict varying chip thickness due to continuous 
distortion during a cutting operation. Another benefit is the possibility to monitor the 
distortion history, e.g. follow the distortion in time, possibly very useful when planning for 
the machining sequence in the design of a mechanical cutting operation. When using the 
technique, the computational time is short and allows for simulation of mechanical cutting on 
a component level, e.g. distortion prediction due to a complete machining sequence. 

When comparing distortion results from simulations with corresponding results obtained 
experimentally, the technique can be claimed to be promising. However, to make the 
technique more convenient and user-friendly, a more extensive coupling between a CAD 
software/FEA preprocessor and the actual code needed to perform the simulations is needed. 
The possibility to define cutting paths in a graphical user interface is an example of the 
functionality needed to make the technique more user-friendly. Another necessity for 
convenient use is that the cutting paths can be generated without any attention given to the 
discretization of the geometry. Thus, a remeshing algorithm capable of handling all possible 
situations regarding how the tool paths are located in relation to the elements and the nodes in 
the mesh is needed.  

There is also the possibility to use the same technique as used in some papers dealing with 
shape optimization. Instead of moving element nodes onto a cutting path before deactivation 
of an element, the element density around the cutting tool could be increased. Using a similar 
strategy as that of shape optimization would mean that elements are subdivided in the vicinity 
of the cutting tool. The number of subdivisions can preferably be controlled by the user, since 
the grade of subdivision will somewhat control the accuracy of the result. One possibility is to 
deactivate all elements having all four nodes located outside the current cutting path, e.g. 
located in the layer of material to be removed. This way, no node moving/remeshing 
algorithm is needed. However, the geometrical shape accuracy will instead depend on the 
number of divisions chosen by the user.  

The technique with continuous element deactivation presented in paper B is believed to be 
useful for distortion predictions due to mechanical cutting operations, especially in early 
phases of product development when decisions about machining strategies are needed 
quickly.

The scheme depicted in figures 12, 13, 14, 15, and 16, is intended to be used as a roadmap for 
engineers when performing mechanical cutting operations, and is not intended to be 
interpreted as the only way to perform mechanical cutting analyses, since there are probably 
other ways to progress and reach the same finish line. Rather, the roadmap will serve as a 
guide for experienced users and as a way for users new to mechanical cutting simulations to 
quickly get an overview of the obstacles involved in performing these analyses. The roadmap 
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should not be interpreted as static, but rather as a base to be updated and continuously 
improved if new and better computational methods are presented within the field of research. 

If the results are to be trustworthy, it is extremely important that there are no gaps in the 
engineering information data transfer from the manufacturing of the raw material to the 
finished product. And if uncertainties in the final result are to be avoided, any assumptions 
regarding residual fields resulting from a manufacturing operation must be extremely well 
grounded. In paper A, a stress free initial state at the beginning of the cooling procedure was 
assumed. This assumption proved to be incorrect, and the results instead showed that the 
origin of the stresses causing distortion in a subsequent machining operation probably 
originated from the inability to remove stresses during the holding phase of the heat treatment 
operation. It is concluded that the ability to simulate stress relieving heat treatments is 
therefore important and that accurate creep modeling is crucial to the success of the 
simulation. Another example is the verifying measurements presented in paper B, done on the 
raw material delivered in stress relieved condition, which showed surface stress magnitudes 
exceeding 200 MPa in both surface directions. 

In simulating friction welding processes, the first and primary objective is to achieve 
correlation in the generation of frictional heat during the simulation and experiment. Without 
this correlation, any possibility to predict state variables such as stress and strain is limited. 
The rate of frictional heat generation depends on relative sliding velocity, friction coefficient, 
temperature, and pressure in the contact. Using optimization methods to obtain parameters in 
a friction expression has proven to be successful when simulating friction welding of small 
cylindrical titanium specimens. A heat input model incorporating the variation of friction with 
temperature, contact pressure, and relative sliding velocity has the ability to be generic and 
applicable to friction welding analyses of full scale geometries. The correlation between 
simulation results and experiments from full scale components has not yet been proven and is 
thus a subject for further investigation. 

6.2 Computational Framework and Support Systems 
The evolution towards a more extensive use of simulations among design engineers is 
predicted by many. However, the combined use of non-linear FEA with knowledge 
engineering systems is uncommon. The reason is believed to be the complexity of performing 
a non-linear analysis, and the many situation dependent computational choices that must be 
made. The system presented in this thesis is, however, an example of such a combination. It is 
believed that if knowledge engineering systems are transparent and supported by experts 
within the field, the gains for the manufacturing industry in using such systems can be many. 
The systems provide non-specialists an easy way of performing at least initial analyses of the 
problem, and not only is computational knowledge captured, but it is also transferred to users 
using the system. The capture of knowledge can serve several purposes, among which is for 
an enterprise to not be dependent on relatively few experts and their knowledge. It is the 
author’s belief that these systems should by no means be regarded as substitutes for experts 
when their knowledge is captured. 

Astonishing to new users of FEA software is often the fact that it is relatively difficult to, in a 
user-friendly way, transfer residual states from one analysis to another. It is even harder to 
transfer engineering analysis information between different computational domains. In the 
manufacturing industry, analyses in different computational domains are often carried out; 
typically CFD analyses to determine temperature fields or heat transfer coefficients to be used 
in a subsequent mechanical analysis. Transferring engineering analysis information across the 
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domain boundary often involves translators to be programmed and reading and writing to and 
from files. Structuring process parameters to fit the different simulations carried out is still an 
issue since no standardized format for describing process parameters exists. Nearly every 
simulation tool uses its own proprietary format to describe process parameters. To facilitate 
the linking of different simulation tools, it is important that process parameters can be 
described in a standardized and general way. The development of existing or new standards 
supporting finite element analysis of manufacturing processes is definitely needed.

Many other aspects must also be considered regarding a system for information management 
supporting analysis activities in the product development process, many of which belong to 
the field of database techniques, information modeling, structuring, and of course other areas 
outside the scope of the work presented in this thesis. Therefore, conclusions regarding such 
aspects will not be drawn here.  

Optimization framework systems have been used in other fields of engineering for much 
longer than in the field of finite element analysis. This can be explained in terms of 
computational time. Typically, if hundreds of optimization iteration loops are to be performed 
to cover the solution, the solution time for the direct problem cannot be too long. With 
increasing computer hardware performance, the usage of optimization with FEA is becoming 
more common. However, there is still a lack of computational power if, for example, large 
problems with contact or localized deformation problems demanding continuous remeshing 
are to be solved in each optimization iteration loop. The computational time to solve the 
optimization problem presented in paper E was several days, with more than hundred 
optimization iteration loops for the solution to converge. It is the author’s belief that an 
increased usage of optimization in the field of manufacturing simulations will occur in the 
future as both optimization techniques suitable for real-world design problems and the 
hardware performance of computers evolve. 

6.3 Organizational Issues 
Internal and external organizational issues affect the goal of enabling the simulation of a 
sequence of manufacturing processes to be performed. To enable knowledge to travel quickly 
within an organization, product development project organization should be of the flat, cross-
disciplinary type. Computational activities, in general, and simulation of manufacturing 
processes, in particular, are dependent on the work of many people, such as designers, 
material scientists, and production engineers. Enabling inter-organizational communication 
paths to supply computational staff with this information is therefore crucial to minimize 
concept generation time and risk. 

Another obvious organizational issue also concerns the support of manufacturing process 
computational activities. New formations and new cooperative environments need to be 
developed between the manufacturer of a component or product and the supplier of raw or 
semi-finished material to that component. To avoid incorrect assumptions regarding residual 
states after a manufacturing operation is to be made, it would be of value if a supplier could 
deliver a description of the residual state in a form interpretable by the subsequent 
manufacturer. This way, the residual state after each manufacturing operation could be carried 
from raw-material to finished product, and the quality and accuracy of the analyses would 
surely increase.  
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7. Summary of Appended Papers 
In the following section, a summary of the appended papers is presented. The papers have 
been jointly planned and written with corresponding co-authors. 

Paper A 
Paper A presents results from a heat transfer coefficient sensitivity analysis performed on an 
aero engine forging geometry during cooling. Distortion problems in a subsequent machining 
operation were suspected to originate due to too rapid cooling from heat treatment 
temperature or alternatively as a function of asymmetry in the cooling procedure. Both 
convective and radiative heat transfer during the cooling procedure were accounted for. The 
convective heat transfer coefficients were structurally varied to uncover the sensitivity to 
changes in heat transfer boundary conditions. Applying neither an asymmetric convective 
heat transfer boundary condition nor magnitudes of convective heat transfer coefficients in the 
same order of oil quenching produced magnitudes produce residual stresses that can be 
regarded as the cause for subsequent machining distortions. Stresses present prior to 
machining are probably remains from the forging operation and are not removed during the 
holding phase of the stress relieving heat treatment operation. 

Author’s contribution: 
The author is responsible for the modeling and simulation work in the paper. 

Paper B 
A technique for simulating distortion effects of mechanical cutting is presented. This 
technique is needed since the simulation of cutting by using regular contact analyses is too 
time consuming if the aim is to predict component distortion due to a complete cutting 
sequence. The technique is applied when simulating the effects of machining on an 
experimental test plate. Prior to machining the plate, a stress field that will give rise to 
distortions during the machining operation is introduced. Results from both the bending and 
cutting analyses are presented and compared with experiments of the same operations. The 
results show that the technique is suitable for simulating distortion effects due to machining. 

Author’s contribution: 
The author has performed analyses of both the bending and machining operation, the design 
and manufacture of the experimental setup, and the actual experiments. 

Paper C 
A system has been developed to manage simulation information of manufacturing processes, 
such as mesh information, boundary conditions, and process parameters. The goal is to enable 
information sharing and exchange, making it possible to simulate a sequence of 
manufacturing processes, and thereby predict how a modification in one manufacturing 
process affects the characteristics of the final product. An object-relational database 
management system is embedded in the system that uses a conceptual EXPRESS schema as 
database schema. The database management system is lightweight main-memory resident and 
incorporates an extensible and object-oriented query language. Uniform storage using 
database technology enables information manipulation independent of any specific simulation 
tool.
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Author’s contribution: 
All work regarding information management was performed by Dr. Henrik Johansson, while 
the author of this thesis contributed with computational competence regarding what 
information is necessary to store and transfer to enable a sequence of manufacturing 
operations to be simulated. Part of the simulation work was also performed by the author of 
this thesis. 

Paper D 
The element deactivation technique presented in paper B was implemented in paper D in a 
knowledge engineering system. A user interface was developed where a user can define 
machining parameters. The analysis is submitted from the user interface and a computational 
model is automatically generated with the necessary subroutines to analyse the machining 
operation. Computational and analysis software knowledge is captured in the knowledge 
engineering system to automatically set the required analysis settings. Results are 
automatically returned and displayed in the knowledge engineering system.  

Author’s contribution: 
The author of this thesis has contributed by performing most analysis work as well as 
programming part of the control scripts and user subroutines necessary to create a functional 
system. 

Paper E 
Results from friction welding of cylindrical titanium specimens are presented. The 
computational model considers the thermo-mechanical coupling and flash development 
during the process by using continuous remeshing. Experiments of the same friction welding 
procedure were conducted, where axial shortening, axial force, torque, and rotational velocity 
were captured. Parameters in a friction model for friction welding were determined using 
optimization techniques. The torque-time curves obtained from experiments show reasonable 
agreement with those obtained through simulations using the developed friction model. 

Author’s contribution: 
The author of this thesis performed all user subroutine programming, the analysis work, and 
the implementation of the FEA system into an optimization framework. The experiments 
were performed by TWI (The Welding Institute) in the UK on the request of Volvo Aero 
Corporation in Trollhättan, Sweden. 
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1 INTRODUCTION

In most manufacturing processes the workpiece mate-
rial is in some way thermally or mechanically affect-
ed. Residual stresses in the workpiece due to large
thermal gradients or plastic deformation during the
operation is often the case after a manufacturing proc-
ess (Chandra et al. 1992).

Especially in aerospace industry where residual
stresses in a component can be a source to crack initi-
ation and propagation and later cause severe failure
during running it is important to relieve residual
stresses after they are introduced (Wallis et al. 1989).
Hence, a number of heat treatment processes are com-
mon in the manufacturing chain of an aerospace com-
ponent (Röhl & Shesh 1997). Failure to remove
residual stresses in the heat treatment operation or the
fact that new stresses are introduced in the subsequent
cooling procedure will cause unwanted distorsions in
processes later on in the manufacturing chain (Ram-
akrishnan 1992).

One occasion when the distorsions appear is when
material is removed by milling or turning. These dis-
torsions sometimes cause tolerances to be exeeded,
and the component is wasted. Both due to the exten-
sive material cost and the many and rigorous controls
a great deal of money often have been invested in
such a component. It is therefore interesting to inves-
tigate the influence of cooling from solutioning tem-
perature to room temperature and the effect that this
cooling has on the residual stresses in the component.

The studied component is a forged axisymmetric
jet engine component. It is made of titanium 6-2-4-2,
which is a creep resistant high strength titanium alloy
most frequently used for hot applications in jet en-
gines. The component can be seen in figure 1.

Figure 1. Forged axisymmetric component.

The cooling procedure is characterized by three phas-
es. The first phase corresponds to the moving of  the
forging from the furnace to the cooling table. In the
second phase the forging is fan cooled for a period of
time and in the last phase the forging is allowed to air
cool to room temperature. This is simulated by defin-
ing three different loadcases where the convective
heat transfer coefficients are chosen according to
what is reasonable for  forced- and free convection re-
spectively.

ABSTRACT: The influence of convective heat transfer coefficient on the residual stresses in a jet engine com-
ponent is investigated by use of the finite element method. The component is heated to solutioning temperature
980 C and is held at that temperature a certain time to relieve the residual stresses introduced by the previous
forging operation. The aim of the study is to predict the residual stresses in the component introduced by the
cooling from solutioning temperature to room temperature and also to estimate the sensitivity to changes in the
convective heat transfer coefficient and asymmetry in the convective boundary condition. The results show that
the residual stresses are not influenced considerably by changes in convective heat transfer coefficent, assuming
the convective heat transfer coefficient is held within what is reasonable for an air cooling procedure. Also the
asymmetry in the convective boundary condition does not influence the residual stress pattern much.

°

The effect of convective heat transfer coefficient on the residual stresses
after cooling from solution heat treatment
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2 SIMULATIONS

The calculations have been performed using the finite
element software MARC™. The model used in the
simulations is an axisymmetric FE-model with 4-
node isoparametric elements written for axisymmet-
ric applications. The mesh consists of 854 elements.
Principal dimensions of the forging can be seen in fig-
ure 2 along with the mesh used in the simulations.

Figure 2. FE-model with principal dimensions.

An initial condition is specified so that the forging has
an initial temperature at the start of the cooling proce-
dure of 980 C. Since the component has been held at
the solutioning temperature, to relieve residual stress-
es, for a period of time it is reasonable to assume that
there are no residual stresses present at this stage. The
simulation hence start with a zero stress state. Two
types of thermal boundary conditions are used in the
model, convective and radiative. A fixed displace-
ment restraint is added to one node in the model to
prevent rigid body motion. The node is restrained in
the x-direction(axial).

Figure 3. Convective boundary conditions on the inside and out-
side of the forging respectively.

2.1 Convective boundary conditions

The convective boundary condition is split into two
parts, inner and outer convective boundary condition
according to figure 3. This is due to the fan cool phase
where it can be considered that the inside of the forg-
ing is left unaffected by the increase in air speed and
hence the inside has the same convective heat transfer
coefficient during the whole process. The outer con-
vective heat transfer coefficient varies according to
figure 4 during the process. Figure 4 shows the three
phases of the cooling procedure where the duration in
time of the first level is 40 seconds. Level two which
corresponds to the fan cool phase has a duration of
600 seconds and finally the third phase lasts until the
forging has reached room temperature(Tfinal), which
depends on the magnitude of the convective heat
transfer coefficients used. No magnitudes of the con-
vective heat transfer coefficients are present in figure
4. These are instead defined for each of the runs in Ta-
ble 1. The magnitudes of the heat transfer coefficients
in level one and three are equal. In the simulation
model the convection is modeled using an edge film
coefficient and a surrounding temperature of 25 C ,
which is assumed to be constant at all times.

Figure 4. Outer convective heat transfer coefficient during cool-
ing cycle.

2.2 Radiative boundary conditions

The heat losses due to radiative heat transfer is mod-
eled by egde radiation assuming a constant surround-
ing temperature of 25 C and by calculating radiation
viewfactors using the Monte Carlo-method (MARC
Analysis Research Corporation, 1997) with 1000 rays
emitted per object. In the Monte-Carlo method the
rays are emitted randomly from the element surfaces.
The percentage of these rays that hit another surface
is the viewfactor between these surfaces. This is done
automatically in the code and hence shadowing ef-
fects between different parts of the model is account-
ed for. The radiative boundary condition is applied on
the whole circumference of the model.
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2.3 Material data

The material is assumed isotropic with isotropic hard-
ening and temperature dependent mechanical and
thermal properties. Von Mises yield criterion has
been used along with temperature dependent yield
strength. In the temperature interval simulated no
phase changes occur in Tn-6-2-4-2 and hence no la-
tent heat is needed. The temperature dependence of
the material properties used are shown in figure 5.

Figure 5. Material data temperature dependence.

2.4 Analysis of the cooling procedure

A total number of 4 analyses have been performed
with different convective heat transfer coefficients  on
the inside and outside of the forging according to ta-
ble 1. Level one, two and three refers to different lev-
els of convective heat transfer coefficients on the
outside of the forging during the cooling procedure,
see section 2.1 and figure 4. hinside represents the con-
vective heat transfer coefficient on the inside of the
forging. Analysis number 4 represents the asymmet-
ric case where the inside and outside of the forging are
assumed to have different free convection heat trans-
fer coefficients.

The analyses are coupled thermo-mechanical qua-
si-static anaylses with adaptive time stepping with an
initial time step of 0.001. A finish criteria is specified
so that the analysis stops when the complete structure
has reached a temperature below 300 K.

3 RESULTS

A comparison of axial, radial and hoop stress between
runs with different convective heat transfer coeffi-
cients has been made along the paths defined in figure
6. Since the temperature gradients in the forging are
small, only the temperature distribution through the
thickness in path I is plotted in figure 10. Path I rep-
resents the location where the temperature gradients
are the largest. Only temperature distribution for anal-
ysis #4 is plotted since this run is the one that gives the
largest temperature gradients. In addition the temper-
ature history for the nodes shown in figure 6 are plot-
ted in figures 11-14.

Figure 6. Definition of result plotting locations and paths.

3.1 Stress distribution

The stress distribution along the paths defined in fig-
ure 6 are plotted in figure 7, 8 and 9. The stresses are
plotted as a function of radial distance from the axis
of symmetry. The first graph in each figure displays
results from path I while the second graph displays re-
sults from path II.

Figure 7. Axial stress along path I.

Table 1. Convective heat transfer coefficents used in analysis

[W/m2*K].

Analysis # Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 hinside

1 12 50 12 12
2 50 200 50 50
3 200 1000 200 200
4 200 1000 200 12
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Figure 7 (Continued). Axial stress along path II.

Figure 8. Radial stress along path I and II respectively.

Figure 9. Hoop stress along path I and II respectively.

3.2 Temperature history

The temperature variation along path I for analysis #4
as a function of radial distance is shown in figure 10
for different times. Note the effect of the difference in
radiative heat losses between the inside and the out-
side of the forging. This is visible in figure 10 as a dif-
ference in temperature between the inside and the
outside of the forging, and is a result from the auto-
matic viewfactor calculation where a greater radiative
heat exchange between surfaces located inside the
forging is a fact.

Figure 10. Temperature versus radial distance in run #4.
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Temperature history for nodal locations defined in
figure 6 is shown in figures 11-14 below, from start of
cooling until 600 seconds. At times greater than 600
seconds the temperature difference between different
nodal locations is of such low amplitude that plotting
is unnecessary.

Figure 11. Temperature history for run #1.

Figure 12. Temperature history for run #2.

Figure 13. Temperature history for run #3.

Figure 14. Temperature history for run #4.

3.3 Discussion

As can be seen in figures 7-9 the stresses due to air
cooling from solutioning temperature to room tem-
perature are very low, especially in the first analysis.
Increasing the convective heat transfer coefficient
(run #2 and #3) increases the stress magnitude but not
to the extent that the residual stress field can be con-
sidered to have significant influence on manufactur-
ing processes later on in the manufacturing chain.

It is therefore believed that any residual stresses in
the workpiece arise from failure to remove the resid-
ual stress field during solution heat treatment and not
from the cooling procedure.  Selecting an appropriate
air cooling procedure is then more a question of se-
lecting the right procedure to acheive the wanted
microstructure in the workpiece rather than trying to
keep the residual stresses at an appropriate level.

Figure 7-9 also shows that the maximum magni-
tude of the radial stresses are lower while the axial-
and hoop stresses are higher. Another tendency is that
the stresses (all components) are reduced on the in-
side of the forging when an asymmetric boundary
condition is applied (analysis #4). Since when apply-
ing an asymmetric boundary condition the stress com-
ponents changes direction (from tensile towards
compressive or vice versa) this is a parameter for in-
vestigation when trying to minimize the residual
stress field resulting from the cooling procedure.

Figures 11-14 are also in agreement with the stress
pattern, since the temperature history curves from
nodes on the interior and on the surface of the work-
piece show that the temperature gradient is maximum
in the order of 100 C for analysis #4, which is not
enough to give rise to any residual stresses. It is also
worth noting that the asymmetric boundary condition
in analysis #4 cause greater temperature gradients in
the workpiece and still both the axial- and radial re-
sidual stresses on the outer surface of the forging are
reduced while on the inside of the forging the stresses
change sign towards compressive. This implies the
complex nature of interaction between convective

°
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heat transfer coefficients, workpiece geometry, asym-
metry in the boundary condition and the resulting re-
sidual stresses.
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Abstract
Cutting operations are common in many manufacturing processes. This paper describes 
the FE-simulation of a bending operation, followed by simulation of distortion due to 
mechanical cutting. The focus of the work is to develop computational models and 
techniques to be used for rapid quantitative estimations of distortion on a component
level. Distortion due to mechanical cutting is simulated by using an element
deactivation technique. A stepping algorithm is implemented where the FE-mesh is 
continually updated so that the nodes of the element to be deactivated are located on the 
cutting path. By using this technique, predicting the effects of cutting order on 
component distortion is possible with a computing effort that enables simulation of 
cutting effects on a component level. The results are compared with experiments of both
bending- and cutting operations. 

Keywords: FEM; Manufacturing simulation; Mechanical cutting; Virtual
Manufacturing; Turning; Element Deactivation.

1. Introduction
With increasing computer hardware performance, virtual manufacturing simulation 
tools have become used more frequently in manufacturing to validate the effects of the 
manufacturing process on the component or product in question. The method used in 
this paper is the frequently used computational method for simulation of thermo-
mechanical processes, i.e. the finite element method. Other methods for simulation of 
mechanical cutting are used by among others, Shatla and Altan [1], who have performed 
analytical modeling of cutting processes where the ball end milling process is analyzed.

Workpiece material is removed in the mechanical cutting process by rotating the 
workpiece while moving the tool into contact with the material. The process causes the
formation of a shear zone or a primary deformation zone, meaning that the deformation
caused by the process is localized to a zone where the formation of a chip begins. This 
chip formation is illustrated in Fig. 1, together with the angle  indicating the shear 
plane.

a Corresponding author
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Figure 1: The chip formation process.

Other zones in the vicinity of the tool are also greatly affected by the cutting operation. 
The zone labeled “A” in Fig. 2a is the secondary deformation zone, where heat is 
generated due to both plastic deformation and friction between the chip side of the tool 
and the workpiece. In zone B, heat is generated due to friction between the clearance 
side of the tool and the workpiece.

Figure 2a: Friction- and deformation zones
in a cutting operation.

Figure 2b: Energy distribution in the cutting
region.

The transformed energy in the cutting region is distributed according to Fig. 2b. Of the 
total amount of heat generated in the cutting process, approximately 80% is removed
with the chip, while the remaining 20% is divided almost equally between the tool and 
the workpiece [2].

Most research and publications within the field of FE-simulation of manufacturing
processes focus on one individual manufacturing process being simulated. It is of course 
important to know the effect of each process on the component or product. However, 
the real benefits of using virtual manufacturing as a tool within product development
will be visible when the complete manufacturing sequence of a product or component is 
analyzed, as in Chandra et. al. [3].

The work performed here aims to develop a computationally efficient technique to 
simulate distortion effects due to mechanical cutting in a sequence of manufacturing
processes incorporating machining operations. The paper describes the simulation of a 
bending operation and the subsequent cutting operation. Throughout the paper, we refer
to mechanical cutting as milling or turning.
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Many components in the jet engine manufacturing industry exhibit characteristics of
being axisymmetric, thin-walled structures with large diameters, i.e. of low rigidity. 
Due to weight reasons, the designer works a lot with structural stiffening elements to 
obtain a rigid enough structure to withstand the operational requirements of a jet engine. 
These structural stiffening elements are often machined out of a forging with originally
much thicker walls. If residual stresses are present when a component of low rigidity 
enters a machining operation, distortions will appear due to the removal of material
subjected to internal stresses. A typical process chain when manufacturing aero engine 
components includes operations such as forging, heat treatment, and machining in a 
variety of combinations. Residual stresses are introduced into the forging operation, but 
relieved in a subsequent solution heat treatment. However, not all stresses can be 
removed by heat treatment with distortions due to the following machining operation as
a consequence. In addition, the tolerances on the final geometry are high and almost no 
deviation after machining operations is allowed to not waste the component. It is, 
therefore, important for aero engine manufacturers to be able to simulate not only the 
effects of the preceding operations, but also the effects of machining on component
distortion. In this work, a bending operation is used to introduce a stress field that in 
reality could be introduced via, for instance, a forging operation. 

Industry has also expressed a strong need for efficient simulation methods with short 
computational times to be used, for instance, in concept evaluation stages of product 
development. The main purpose for techniques such as the element deactivation 
technique used here is to quantitatively estimate component distortions due to removal
of material subjected to internal stresses.

Another reason to use FE-analysis in the field of cutting simulations can be to predict 
surface residual stresses. Surface residual stresses are strongly coupled to the in-service 
fatigue lifetime of components subjected to dynamic loading, as indicated by Yang and 
Liu [4] and El-Axir [5]. Yang and Liu demonstrate that friction behavior strongly 
affects the machining induced residual stresses and therefore propose a new stress-based 
polynomial model for the friction behavior. El-Axir proposes an experimental model
capable of predicting the residual stress profile through the thickness based on cutting 
speed, feed rate, and tensile strength of the material. In this paper, element deactivation 
is used to simulate effects of cutting, but does not consider machining induced stresses. 

Most research has concentrated on simulating continuous chip formation with various 
methods to determine when the chip will separate from the workpiece. A path, along 
which separation will occur, together with a criterion of when it will occur, is used by 
among others Shet and Deng in [6]. Serrated chip formation occurs in high-speed 
machining or in other unstable machining situations, e.g. machining of hardened steel. 
Obikawa [7] uses a node separation criterion that predicts serrated chip formation when
machining titanium alloys. Analyses of cutting operations have been performed by a 
number of researchers in 2-D but also 3-D, as in Ceretti et. al. [8]. Multi-pass cutting 
simulations have been performed by Kalhori et. al. [9] and Sasahara et. al. [10]. Kalhori 
et. al. investigated the influence of previous machining passes on the workpiece and 
specifically how the change of the thermo-mechanical characteristics affects the cutting
characteristics.
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In the work presented herein, no separation criterion is needed. The elements
corresponding to the material to be removed are instead deactivated as a function of the 
feeding velocity.

Simulating cutting is computationally demanding, as indicated by Shih in [11]. Shih 
presents results from the deformation zones in the vicinity of the cutting tool. The 
results presented by Shih can be used to gain an understanding of the involved metal
cutting mechanics when simulating cutting. Simulation of the cutting process is also 
hardware demanding due to large plastic deformations and heat generation caused by 
contact friction, which in turn often lead to local surface hardening. In addition, there 
are demands on the adaptive mesh generation to capture the phenomena close to the
cutting tool and account for large localized plastic deformations. All of these 
phenomena result in significant computational time even in 2D. If full cutting 
simulations are to be realized in 3D on a component level (e.g. analyzing the complete
cutting sequence in a machining operation), the computational time is in the order of 
weeks, if not months, even for a component with a moderate number of machining
passes. When interested in distortion predictions on a component level, for example,
due to a complete cutting sequence in a machining operation, a contact computational
model for simulation of cutting is often too hardware demanding to realize. Here, using 
methods like the element deactivation technique is appropriate. A good overview of the 
field and the modeling techniques used therein can be found in [12], where Vaz presents 
techniques adopted by a number of researchers in the modeling of metal cutting 
mechanics.

This paper presents a less computationally demanding technique to simulate cutting. 
The method will be referred to as the element deactivation technique. The main idea is 
to deactivate elements corresponding to the material to be removed in the cutting 
process. The internal stress state of an element to be removed is in equilibrium with the 
surrounding structure before the analysis starts. When an element is deactivated, its 
stress and stiffness contribution to the structure is removed. Removing the influence 
from both the stress state and the stiffness of an element is reflected in a distortion of 
the structure. Some work has already been done in this field, where Ratchev et. al. [13] 
use a marching-cube algorithm to model material removal. Ratchev et. al. use the results 
to regenerate tool paths due to component distortion during machining. The method for 
simulating effects of cutting used here could also be used for regeneration of tool paths. 
The main purpose is still to predict distortion to evaluate how a machining operation 
should be designed in concepts phases of product development.

It is commonly recognized that the total energy input in the cutting process is divided
into work of deformation and frictional work. The work of deformation is then 
converted into internal heat and internal stresses while the frictional work is converted 
into heat affecting both the tool and the workpiece. Of the total amount of heat 
generated in the process, approximately 80% vanishes with the chip during the cutting
process [2], possibly motivating the use of methods that neglect the effect of heat 
generation during the cutting process. The authors of this paper assume that the 
contribution of machining-induced surface residual stresses can be neglected since the
thickness of the layers affected by the machining are in the order of 100-300 m, as
indicated by Kalhori [9] and El-Axir [5]. 
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The simplest form of the element deactivation technique is to deactivate all elements,
corresponding to the material to be removed, in one time step. The main drawback of 
this method is the lack of possibility to predict varying chip thickness due to continuous 
deformation during the cutting process. Another drawback is that the effect of an altered 
cutting order cannot be predicted. Altering order of machining passes can sometimes be 
a way of controlling the distortions to attain the desired geometry.

Eliminating these drawbacks by using element deactivation in a time stepping scheme
will enhance this method. This procedure is therefore implemented in this work. 
Essentially, this means that elements are deactivated one by one in separate time
increments. Since an equilibrium calculation is performed in each time increment, the 
distortion of the structure can be computed when each element is deactivated.  Hence, 
the distortion can be followed in time. In each time increment, a search routine is used 
to calculate in which element of the mesh the fictive tool is located in. The procedure
also incorporates mapping of data between the original and the updated mesh before
each element is deactivated. The principle is depicted in Fig. 3 and described in more
detail in the FE-simulation section. 

Cutting path 

Deactivation of 
element (New 
equilibrium is 
reached and 
the structure 
deforms)

Moving of 
nodes and 
mapping of
data

Moving of 
nodes and 
mapping of
data

Initial state 

Figure 3: Element deactivation principle.

Note that only the nodes of the element to be currently deactivated are moved onto the 
cutting path. The method will enable effects of altered cutting order and varying chip
thickness, due to continuous deformation during the cutting process, to be predicted.
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Another aim of the work presented herein is to investigate if the element deactivation
technique could be a useful technique to simulate cutting when interested in predicting
component distortion, not only due to a single machining pass, but also due to the 
complete cutting sequence in the manufacturing of a component. Thus, the work 
focuses on developing computational models and methodologies to be used for 
quantitative estimations of distortions on a component level, and that are fast to use in
concept development stages or in trouble-shooting of mechanical cutting production 
problems.

To evaluate the method and minimize the influence of geometrical effects, a simple
geometry was used for the comparison of analysis and experiments. The plate used was 
first deformed to introduce a residual stress field, after which material was removed in a 
cutting sequence. The plate geometry is depicted in Fig.4. 
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Figure 4: Plate dimensions and location of strain gauges during bending experiment.

2. FE-simulations
Simulation of the bending operation and the effects of the subsequent cutting operation 
were performed using the FE-software MARC  [14]. MARC  is an implicit FE-code
supplied by MSC Software. Strains occur predominantly in the xy-plane, both in the 
bending operation and the subsequent cutting operation. Therefore, a plane strain model
was used in both simulations, see Fig. 5. Additionally, the cutting experiment shows 
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that the distortion is symmetric around z=0, see Fig. 4, which also motivates the use of a 
plane strain model.

Punch

Support Node fixed in x- 
and z-direction 

Result plotting 
pathWorkpiece

  y 

x

Figure 5: Computational model for bending analysis.

The model has a total number of 476 elements. A mesh convergent study was also 
undertaken where all of the elements were subdivided twice in two, both in the x- and y-
directions, producing models with a total of 1904 and 7616 elements respectively. The 
bending simulation was performed and the variation of xx with y-position along the 
result plotting path indicated in Fig. 5, starting from the upper plate surface ending at 
the lower, was plotted for all three models. A slight variation in stress profile, as 
depicted in Fig. 6, was noted between the models. The deviation was considered 
negligible; hence, the low mesh density model with 476 elements is considered accurate
enough to be used in further analyses.

xx [MPa] 
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Figure 6: Results from mesh convergent study. xx plotted as a function of distance along the result
plotting path indicated in Fig. 5, starting from the upper surface ending at the lower surface. 
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The elements are four-nodes, isoparametric, arbitrary quadrilaterals with four
integration points written for plane strain applications. Residual state data such as stress, 
displacement, and equivalent plastic strain have been transferred between the simulation
of the bending and the subsequent machining simulation. 

2.1. Material Data 
The plates are made of Sandvik SANMAC 316L, a molybdenum-alloyed, austenitic 
chromium-nickel steel. The material was delivered in a stress relieved condition and 
was thus assumed to be subjected to a very low residual stress level, if not completely
stress-free. However, experiments later showed this assumption to be wrong. Residual 
stress measurements on both the bulk material and the plates after bending showed 
compressive residual stresses exceeding 200 MPa in both surface directions. The 
stresses measured after bending were measured along a surface centered line along the 
curvature of the test plates, see Fig. 15. The experimentally obtained stress ( xx) from
this measurement is depicted in Fig. 16. To account for the effect of these residual
stresses, analyses of the bending and the cutting operations were performed with a 
superimposed residual stress field.

Mechanical properties are listed in Table 1. A tensile test was also performed with 
tensile test specimens taken from the same bulk material as the test plates; see Fig. 7 for 
the stress strain curve from this tensile test. The stress-strain behavior in compression is 
assumed equal to the tensile stress-strain behavior. The plastic behavior also obtained 
from the curve is visible in Fig. 7.

Table 1: Material characteristics for Sandvik SANMAC SS316L
Yield
strength
[MPa]

Tensile
Strength,
[MPa]

Elong,
[%]

Contr,
[%]

Hardness,
[HB]

Young's
modulus,
[GPa]

Poisson's
ratio, [-] 

min 170 min 485 min 40 min 50  ~217 193 0.3
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Engineering strain [-]

 Axial stress [MPa]

Figure 7: Stress-/strain curve for Sandvik SANMAC SS 316L.
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2.2. Bending Simulation
To prohibit strain rate effects, a low velocity for the indent was chosen. When the upper 
and lower parts of the tooling assembly are in contact the orthogonal distance between 
the curved surfaces is 20.2 mm, meaning a gap of 0.2 mm (plate thickness is 20 mm) is 
introduced to ensure that no plasticity is introduced into the plates due to local contact 
with the punch or the support. If the orthogonal distance between the curved surfaces in 
the tooling assembly is equal to the plate thickness, a risk for hobbing or embossing of 
the plate due to surface irregularities exists.

The tooling set-up can be seen in Fig. 8a, with the dimensions in Fig. 8b. A linear 
elastic-plastic isotropic material model with piecewise linear hardening was used in the 
analysis. The yield behavior is described by the Von Mises yield criterion. 

Figure 8a: Tool assembly for bending 
experiment.

Figure 8b: Principal dimensions of bending
operation tool assembly.

2.2.1. Boundary Conditions and Model Input Data for Bending Simulation 
A rigid to deformable contact model with both tools modeled as rigid bodies was used 
to simulate the bending, see Fig. 5. The upper tool will here be referred to as the punch, 
while the lower tool will be referred to as the support. To prevent any rigid body 
motion, the node indicated in Fig. 5 is fixed in both x- and z-directions. Two types of 
friction models were implemented. Between the punch and the workpiece a glue model
was found appropriate. The glue model, a key feature in MSC Marc [14], constrains the 
relative tangential motion between the punch and the workpiece. Between the 
workpiece and the support, a Coulomb friction model was employed with a friction 
coefficient of 0.3. The numerical procedure used for the contact is the method of direct 
constraints [14]. In this procedure, the motion of the bodies is tracked. When contact 
occurs, direct constraints are placed on the motion. The method allows for complex
changing of contact conditions since no prior knowledge of where contact occurs is 
necessary.
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2.2.2. Initial Conditions in Bending Simulation
A superimposed residual stress field was used to model the effect of the residual 
stresses that were present from before manufacturing of the test plate geometry. The 
superimposed residual stress field is depicted in Fig. 18. The variation of stress with the 
thickness of the plate (y-direction) was assumed to be linear. The superimposed stress is 
compressive at the upper surface of the plate, changing sign at ¼ of the plate’s 
thickness, and reaching the maximum tensile magnitude at the center. It is also assumed
that the stress field is symmetric around the centerline of the plate; hence, reaching
maximum compressive magnitude at the lower surface of the plate. A total of three 
bending operation analyses were performed, i.e. one with a maximum compressive
stress magnitude of 200 MPa, one with 100 MPa, and one where the plate is considered 
stress free. 

2.2.3 Analysis Parameters 
The bending analysis is a mechanical quasi-static analysis, with adaptive time stepping 
using a modified Riks-Ramm arc length method. The initial time step was set to 0.01, 
while the maximum was set to 1. A full Newton-Raphson iterative procedure was used 
with a maximum of 50 recycles per increment. The time for the indent in the bending 
operation was 7.92 seconds, while the release time was 0.1 second with gradual force 
removal during this stage. 

2.3. Simulation of Cutting Effects 
To implement the element deactivation technique used to simulate effects of cutting, 
FORTRAN program code has been implemented using subroutines in MARC  In 
addition to the subroutines available in MARC , a number of routines are needed for 
functionality not supplied by MARC . These routines stand-alone, but are connected 
via one or more of the user subroutines. 

The starting condition for the cutting simulation, Fig. 9, is obtained by reading 
displacements, stresses, and equivalent plastic strains from the last increment after
spring back in the previous bending analysis. Note that the plate was slightly rotated
from the previous bending analysis, now with the upper and lower ledge surfaces 
aligned horizontally.

Figure 9: Geometry, element deactivation paths and boundary condition used in analysis of cutting
operation.
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Fig. 12b shows the principal plate geometry in 3D together with the tool paths for the 
milling tool in the experiment. The cutting operation is divided into a number of milling
cycles, as depicted in Fig. 12b. Also observe that in each milling cycle, four mill passes 
are done in the z-direction of the plate, each with a feeding distance equal to the finite 
element edge length in the x-direction of the plate. Thus, in a 2D model each mill pass
corresponds to one element being deactivated along the paths depicted in Fig. 9. The 
milling depth of 2 mm is equal to 4/5 of the element edge length in the y-direction of
the plate. After all elements are deactivated in the top layer of the plate, the milling
depth is increased by another 2 mm and the procedure continues until five layers (see 
Fig. 9) with individual thicknesses of 2 mm are removed. The principle behind the 
deactivation of each element is depicted in Fig. 3. 

Each element, to be deactivated, is found by a search routine implemented through user 
subroutines. The search routine requires a starting point together with the definition of
the paths. All paths are fixed in space; the fictive milling tool will follow each one 
starting with path 1. The paths can be specified either as an equation or as a number of 
discrete points generated in a CAE-software for definition of more complex element
deactivation paths. In this work the tool paths have been defined as equations. 
Additionally, a velocity at which the tool moves along this path is supplied. With this 
data specified, the position of the cutting tool (px, py) can be calculated at any time in x- 
and y-coordinates. A rough search is first done according to: 

Find all elements Em with nodes n1..n4 where

kik

kik

np
np

,

,

min
max

yxki ,,4..1

When all elements fulfilling the above criteria have been found, the x- and y-
coordinates of the point (px, py) are expressed in local element coordinates ( , ). For 
the point (p ,p ) to be located within an element Em the following must be fulfilled:

11

11

p
p

The intercepts between the element edges and the cutting path are calculated, after 
which the nodes of the current element are moved onto the cutting path (e.g. the 
intercepts) and the data is mapped. The element is then deactivated. A deactivated 
element does not contribute to the load, mass, stiffness, or internal force calculation in
the FE-analysis. The procedure is then repeated until a whole layer of elements is 
removed. A total of five layers are removed, corresponding to half the thickness of the 
workpiece or 10 mm nominally. The actual thickness of the removed material will of 
course differ from the nominal, since continuous distortion of the plate during cutting
will occur if the material is not stress free. This distortion will affect the cutting depth;
hence, a variation in thickness of the removed material will occur after the complete
operation is finished. However, this is a feature of the method and hence not undesired. 
The length of the first cutting path is 105 mm, with the length of every following path 
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being reduced with the feeding distance (i.e. the element edge length) in the removal of 
each next layer of elements.

2.3.1. Boundary Conditions in Simulation of Cutting Effects 
A displacement restraint is applied to the clamping area of the plate, see Fig. 9. The 
boundary nodes of the clamping ledge, indicated in Fig. 9, are restrained in both x- and 
y-directions. With the exception of this displacement restraint, the plate is free to move
in all directions.

2.3.2. Initial Conditions in Simulation of Cutting Effects 
As in the bending simulation, a superimposed residual stress field was used to model the 
effect of stresses present from before the bending operation. The effect of cutting on 
plate distortion was analyzed for three different initial conditions. The compressive 
stress field was here superimposed on the resulting residual state after bending, and the 
levels of compressive stress were the same as in the bending analysis, i.e. 200 MPa, 100 
MPa, and one analysis where no residual stresses were superimposed. 

2.3.3. Analysis Parameters 
The cutting analysis is a mechanical quasi-static analysis with fixed time stepping. 
Since the stepwise element deactivation scheme is time independent, the length of each 
increment has been chosen to 1 second. A total of 230 elements are deactivated in the 
analysis. A full Newton-Raphson iterative procedure was used with a maximum of 50 
recycles per increment. A linear elastic-plastic isotropic material model with piecewise
linear hardening was used in the analysis. The yield behavior is described by the Von 
Mises yield criterion. 

3. Experiments
The validating experiment consists of two parts, one where a residual stress field is 
introduced in the test plates, i.e. the bending operation, and one where the cutting is 
performed.

3.1. Bending Experiment 
A stress field is introduced by pressing the plates in a tool set with a constant radius. 
The tooling can be seen in Fig. 8a, along with the principal dimensions of the tools in 
Fig. 8b. The punch is moved with a constant velocity of 0.00074 m/s in the negative y-
direction for 7.92 seconds, resulting in a total displacement of 5.86 mm. At this time,
the punch and the support are in contact, while a gap of 0.2 mm between the plate and 
the support ensures that no local plasticity is introduced in the plates. 

The test plates also have a small ledge that is unaffected during the pressing operation, 
see Fig. 4 or 10a. During the subsequent cutting experiment the ledge will serve as a 
clamping area. The strain was initially measured with strain gauges (Vishay series 
CEA-125 UN-120) at the front and back sides of the test plates, as seen in Fig. 4. 
Positioning of the strain gauges on surfaces other than the chosen is difficult because
both the upper- and lower surfaces of the plate risk of coming in contact with the
tooling and cannot be used to position the gauges. As a complement, a surface residual
stress measurement series using the hole drilling technique [15] was performed to 
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obtain a validating measure of the bending analysis. The hole drilling gauges were 
placed as depicted in Fig. 15. The results from this measurement can be seen in Fig. 16,
as the series marked with asterisks. 

3.2. Machining experiment 
The cutting analysis was validated by performing milling experiments in the 
experimental setup visible in Fig. 10b. The workpiece is clamped onto the ledge (see
Fig.10a) and is prohibited from moving in directions other than the y-direction by a 
support, see Fig. 10a

Figure 10a: Cutting operation experimental
setup.

Figure 10b: Cutting operation experimental
setup with gauges mounted.

Balls from a ball joint bearing are adjusted into contact with the workpiece. The balls 
are placed in the holes, see Fig. 10a, and serve as supports for forces in the feeding 
direction and as vibration prohibitors during cutting. The complete experimental setup 
is screwed onto the milling table, Fig. 10b. Micrometer gauges with a resolution of 0.01
mm measure distortion in the y-direction. Four milling passes are made after which the
adjusting screws to the cutting force support balls are loosened to ensure that the plate is 
free to move in y-direction and the micrometer gauges are read. The geometry of the 
plate after milling is depicted in Fig. 11. 

Hole for ball from ball
bearing

Support

Clamping ledge

y

X

Z

Front

Back

Figure 11: Plate geometry after milling experiment. 
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A total of three gauges are placed in the z-direction of the workpiece, see Fig. 10b. The 
two gauges located near the edges of the plate are expected to show the same distortion
due to the symmetry of the workpiece relative to the z-centerline (see Fig. 4). Along the 
centerline indicated in Fig. 4, out-of-plane strains ( z) are zero. When moving from the 
centerline towards the free xy-surfaces of the plate, the out-of-plane strains become
non-zero. This behavior is neglected by using a two-dimensional plane strain model.
Still, these boundary effects from the previous bending operation may cause 
discrepancies in the cutting experiment between near-edge gauges and the middle
gauge. Using a total of three gauges, the extent to which boundary effects exist will be 
revealed. In fact, this behavior was verified in the experiment, as seen in fig. 17. The 
machining pattern can be viewed in Fig. 12b. Four mill passes make up a machining
cycle, with the gauges being read after each cycle. A number of machining cycles are 
performed until the whole first layer of material is removed. The cutting depth is then
increased and the procedure is continued. The location of the micrometer gauges, 
measuring y-distortion during machining, can be seen in Fig. 12a. 
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Figure 12a: Location of micrometer gauges during machining experiment.

Figure 12b: Machining cycles in machining experiment.
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4. Results
Results are presented for simulations of the bending- and cutting operations for when 
the plate was stress free or subjected to two different magnitude levels of compressive
surface stress in its initial state. The analysis results are compared with experimentally
obtained results. 

4.1. Bending Operation Results 
A xx stress contour plot of the plate after bending can be seen in Fig. 13. The result 
shown in Fig. 13 is based on the plate being stress free at the beginning of the bending 
operation.

Figure 13: Stress contour plot of xx after bending [Pa]. The plate was stress free at the beginning of 
the bending operation.

Fig. 14 compares strains measured during the bending experiment by gauges placed 
according to Fig. 4 and the same strains obtained from the analysis for three different 
initial stress states. The two discontinuous lines in Fig. 14 indicate values of strains 
from the two strain gauges located on both sides of the test plate, according to Fig. 4.

A comparison between measured and predicted surface residual stresses after bending
can be seen in Fig. 16, where xx is plotted against position along the surface of the test 
plate, starting at the clamping ledge. Fig. 15 shows the location of the hole drilling 
gauges along the surface of the plate.
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4.2. Machining Operation Results 
Fig. 17 shows the y-displacement history during machining for the FE-analysis and the 
corresponding milling experiment. In the milling operation the material was removed in 
five layers, where each layer was removed with a number of mill passes. Measurements
were taken every fourth mill pass (see Fig. 12b), referred to as a deactivation cycle. The 
x-axis variable "Deactivation cycle number" thus corresponds to four elements being 
removed along the cutting path. Six curves are shown in Fig. 17, where those labeled 
gauges 1, 2, and 3 refer to the three gauges used to measure y-displacement in the
machining experiment.
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Figure 17: Vertical displacement (y-direction in fig. 10a) during machining experiment.

The remaining three curves in Fig. 17 show the simulated or predicted y-distortion for 
the plate as being stress-free in its initial state, or subjected to 100 or 200 MPa of 
compressive surface stress in the x-direction in its initial state. The superimposed 
compressive stress field was assumed to be symmetric around the neutral plane of the 
plate during the bending operation. The distribution was assumed to be linear, starting at 
the surface with a compressive stress and reaching a tensile stress of the same
magnitude at the neutral plane of the plate, as shown in Fig. 18.
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Figure 18: Superimposed residual stress profile through thickness of plate.
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5. Discussion and Conclusions
A first comparison between experimentally obtained strains versus computed strains 
during the bending operation resulted in poor agreement, as indicated in Fig. 14. The 
result in Fig. 13 shows large strain gradients in the middle of the plate, meaning that a 
mismatch in position when fastening the strain gauges will lead to large discrepancies
between simulations and experiments. Using strain gauges to measure strain in the xy-
plane during bending (see Fig. 4) also means that the measured strain is averaged over 
the area of the gauge. With the dimensions of the strain gauges used here, the measured
strain is an average of both tensile and compressive stresses of the central 13 % of the 
plate. As a result of the measurements it was therefore concluded that it is better to use
the hole drilling method to measure the residual stress state after bending, and use that 
as a validating measure. When using the stress state obtained from the previous bending 
analysis (e.g. stress free) in the cutting simulation, the displacement history correlates in 
principal behavior with the displacement history obtained from the experiment.
However, the magnitudes are incorrect, see Fig. 17. Discrepancies from the later stages
of mill passes 1 and 2, around deactivation cycles 10 and 20, cause the result to differ
from that point on. Since the material removed in mill passes 1 and 2 is located near the
surface of the workpiece, this indicates that the error originates from a 
simulation/experimental mismatch in residual stress profile/-magnitude at the surface of
the test plates. This was also verified by measurements on the raw material. The 
displacements obtained through the cutting simulation thus correlate better with those 
from the experiment when machining the interior parts of the plate. What also should be 
noted is that an error is amplified the further in the x-direction material removal takes 
place because the displacement is measured at a fix position at the other end of the 
plate, see Fig. 10b. 

It is also a fact that new stresses introduced during the cutting operation may also 
influence the result somewhat. The authors still believe that this contribution is small
compared to the contributions from the removal of material subjected to internal 
stresses and from the stiffness of the deactivated element to the structural stiffness of 
the plate. Research presented by Kalhori [9] and El-Axir [5] show that the thickness of 
the layers affected by the machining are in the order of 100-300 m; hence, the 
influence of stresses in such a thin layer on the global deformations of the plate can be 
expected to be small. In addition, the residual stresses introduced in one machining pass 
are removed in the next. Thus, it is only the stresses introduced in the last machining
pass that affect the final distortion of the plate. Neglecting the thermal contribution 
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caused by friction between the tool and the workpiece seem to have less significance in 
the cutting experiment. If the workpiece was allowed to cool to room temperature after 
the machining operation, no significant change in distortion was notable. 

Using a strain gauge, as it was used here (see Fig. 4), is not preferable in the type of 
deformation mode that the test plates were subjected to during the bending operation. It 
is more valuable to use the hole drilling method [15] for determination of residual 
stresses. Another measurement series was therefore performed using the hole drilling 
method [15], where the surface residual stresses were measured on a surface centered
line (starting from the clamping ledge) along the curvature of the test plates after the 
bending operation, see Fig. 15. The measured residual stresses were then used to 
validate the bending analysis. A comparison between experimentally determined xx
surface stresses after bending and the same stresses obtained in the FE-analysis can be 
seen in Fig. 16. As the reader may verify, the discrepancies in xx surface stresses are 
very large in this comparison, for the case when the plate is stress free prior to bending.

Yet another surface residual stress measurement was carried out to determine the actual 
initial stress state of the raw material used to manufacture the test plates. The results 
from this measurement showed a compressive stress in the rolling direction of the 
material of -239 MPa, while -250 MPa in the transverse direction. 

The results show that assuming the initial stress-free condition was incorrect. Stresses 
were determined to exceed -200 MPa in both surface directions. To establish how this 
would affect the distortions during the subsequent cutting operation, a stress field 
according to Fig. 18 was superimposed on the xy-plane of the model (see Fig. 4) during
the bending- and cutting simulations. Two stress fields with different levels of 
maximum stress, 100 MPa and 200 MPa, have been superimposed in the analyses of 
both the bending and the cutting simulation to determine the sensitivity of plate 
distortion to changes in residual stress state. 

A better correlation between experimental- and simulation results were now obtained. If 
a compressive residual stress field is present from the beginning, as according to Fig. 
18, both the stresses after bending and the calculated distortion during cutting correlates 
well with that of the experiment, as seen in Figures 16 and 17. This is especially true 
when the maximum stress is 200 MPa. The surface residual stress measurements
performed on the raw-material only indicate the stresses at the surface of the workpiece. 
Assuming that the stress field around the neutral axis is symmetric and in equilibrium,
this assumption is believed to be justified to indicate if residual stress mismatch in the 
initial state can be the cause of the discrepancies in the results during the mechanical
cutting operation. In fact, the authors believe that this is likely the case.

Various friction models have been tested in the bending simulation with no considerable 
change in result. In this type of forming process, which is almost a bending process, this 
could in fact be expected. In addition, a kinematical hardening material model has been
tested to ensure that an incorrect hardening rule is not the reason for the errors.

Despite the discrepancies obtained using a stress free initial state, it is believed that the
stepwise method of element deactivation is a very useful method to simulate cutting 
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when interested in distortions on a component level. The information gained by using 
an element deactivation procedure in a time stepping scheme is more valuable compared
to the method of deactivating all elements simultaneously, since the distortions caused 
by the cutting operation can be followed in time. The effects of parameters, such as 
cutting order and cutting depths, can also be estimated. The experiments showed that 
the method also is useful for prediction of varying chip thicknesses. Since the plate 
moves continually during the machining operation, the chip thickness will vary
depending on where the cutting takes place momentarily. The possibility to predict 
varying chip thickness could be particularly interesting when machining low rigidity 
components. The stepwise element deactivation method can capture this behavior due to 
continuous geometry updating relative to the cutting paths that are fixed in space. 
Computational times for these types of simulations are in the order of minutes for the 
cases described here, indicating the usefulness of the method in, for instance, concept 
evaluation stages in the product development process. 
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Abstract

A system has been developed to manage simulation information of manufacturing processes, 
such as mesh information, boundary conditions and process parameters. The goal is to enable 
information sharing and exchange to make it possible to simulate a whole chain of 
manufacturing processes, and thereby predict how a modification in one manufacturing 
process affects the characteristics of the final product. The system has been used to predict 
successful simulation of a cutting process using mesh information and process parameters. 

An object-relational database management system is embedded in the system that uses a 
conceptual EXPRESS schema as database schema. The database management system is 
lightweight main-memory resident and incorporates an extensible and object-oriented query 
language. Uniform storage using database technology enables information manipulation 
independently of any specific simulation tool. 

Keywords: object-oriented database management system, extensible query language, product 
data management, manufacturing simulation, finite element analysis, information modelling 

1 Introduction 
The use of virtual prototyping is one of the things that have had great impact on product 
development during the last decade. Virtual prototypes are now being used in all stages of the 
product development process and the importance of the technology is increasing. Indeed, 
many leading companies have suggested that virtual prototyping will be a “must have 
technology” in the next decade [1]. 

The usage of computer-based tools is an important issue in virtual prototyping. They can 
cover everything from 2D sketches to dynamic performance simulations. It is even possible to 
simulate the product manufacturing processes. There are many dependent parts in the product 
development process, which means that changing one parameter in one process will affect 
other parameters in other processes. One example is that the choice of material in a product 
governs the decision to select an appropriate tooling process. These dependencies make it 
important to provide correct and consistent information among people and systems 
throughout the whole development process. Hence, one needs to be able to efficiently 
represent, share and exchange information in a distributed and possibly heterogeneous 
engineering information system. The purpose of this project is to show how database 
technology can support management of simulation information and to make different 
engineering activities independent of specific simulation tools. The focus is to be able to 
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simulate a series of manufacturing processes to predict how changes in process parameters 
affect the final product. 

1.1 Usage of Virtual Prototypes 
The use of 3D solid models allows developers to obtain an understanding of a product when 
using standard off-the-shelf software. Advanced to moderate types of solid modelling 
software usually support simple simulation possibilities, such as simple stress calculations or 
simple methods for simulating kinematic behaviour  

Some of the savings in time and cost associated with the use of virtual prototyping is 
related to the reduction of the number of physical prototypes that have to be made. However, 
a major advantage is that the number of design iterations can be reduced that in many cases 
considerably reduce the development cost [2]. The decreased number of iterations makes it 
possible to reach a correct physical prototype in much shorter time. 

1.2 Manufacturing Simulation 
The manufacturing of a product must be considered and planned for at the same time as the 
product is designed. The product and its manufacturing process must be designed to produce 
the product in the best and most cost-effective way. Not taking manufacturing issues into 
account can lead to late changes that significantly affect the manufacturing cost. New 
simulations and even redesign of new prototypes might be necessary in order to solve the 
manufacturing problem. 

Welding
Heat

Treatment
Cutting

Figure 1. Schematic figure of a typical manufacturing process chain 

Virtual manufacturing simulation is a powerful tool to provide optimisation of factors such 
as manufacturability, final shape, residual stresses and life-cycle estimations. Simulation of 
manufacturing processes, such as welding, heat treatment and cutting, outlined in Figure 1, 
can be used to predict any manufacturing problems early in the design of a product. The 
different manufacturing processes can also be tuned to optimise the product, for example, 
minimise the residual stresses. 
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1.3 Information Management and Standardization 
Many engineering software applications are limited to usage within a single and limited 
domain, such as CAD-programs for solid modelling and CFD-programs for fluid mechanics. 
Such applications only use the information necessary for solving problems within their 
particular domain and often have little or no possibility to exchange information with 
applications in other domains. Even information exchange between applications within the 
same domain can be limited, due to proprietary format with little or no coupling to other tools. 

Significant efforts have been made to develop standardised formats, such as IGES [3] and 
STEP [4], for presenting product information, both within single domains and concerning the 
whole life cycle of a product. By defining product data in a standardised format, it becomes 
easier to communicate and share information between different domains. Standardisation and 
its implementation in commercial systems also give users the possibility of choosing the 
software that best performs a given analytical task, as long as it can exchange information 
with other software based on the standardised format. However, due to limitations in existing 
standards or the lack of standards being implemented into systems, the product developers are 
often forced to use tools that can import and export to other parts of the development process. 
In some cases, it may even be necessary to recreate the information from scratch in the new 
tool thereby leading to duplication of information and the possibility of introducing errors. 

A good example of using standards is within the CAD area where CAD vendors have been 
forced by user demands to implement STEP AP203 that describes solid geometry. All major 
CAD program can now exchange solid information between them. The former IGES standard 
is now merely used to communicate information to obsolete-CAD programs or non-CAD 
programs. 

2 Background to the System 
During the manufacturing of a product it goes through a series of different manufacturing 
processes such as welding, heat treatment and machining. We will here refer to this as the 
manufacturing process chain. The chain is product specific and can range from one simple 
process to a large number of highly complex interrelated processes. Planning for and 
optimising these individual processes requires information, which is to some extent based on 
common product data such as geometry and material data. 

The goal with the project described here is to demonstrate the simulation of a series of 
processes where the results from one simulation form part of the input to the next. Enabling 
the exchange and sharing of information between the different simulation tools makes it 
possible to simulate a sequence of manufacturing processes. This makes it possible to easily 
and reliably predict how a change in one process will affect the final product. In this case the 
focus is on a compressor spool, manufactured at Volvo Aero Corporation (VAC). The spool is 
used in an aeroplane engine and is manufactured by processes such as friction welding, heat 
treatment and turning 
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Figure 2. The compressor spool 

2.1 Project Focus 
The findings described in this paper are the result of an information management project, 
where the goal is to support the sharing, management and use of information associated with 
computer based simulation used in product and process development. For this reason the 
specific results from the simulations are not discussed in this paper. 

The system described in this paper has been developed to support the management of 
computer-based simulation information used within different domains during product and 
process development. The paper does not describe the information model required for the 
individual simulations but rather shows how management of simulation information can help 
the users of simulation tools and show how information modelling and database technologies 
can bring new dimensions to the effective use of engineering simulations in product and 
process development. 

3 The Information Management System 

3.1 System Overview 
The system developed uses an extensible and object-oriented database management system 
[5, 6] (OO-DBMS), AMOS II [7, 8, 9], to support management of information during product 
development; in this case information concerning manufacturing process simulations. The 
information needed for these simulations is mesh information, boundary conditions, process 
parameters and material data [10, 11]. Central to the system is mesh information, such as 
nodes and elements. Boundary condition and process parameter data have been incorporated 
into the system based on the specific requirements of the individual simulations. This allows, 
for example, that results from a simulation to be used as part of the boundary conditions for a 
subsequent simulation. 
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Figure 3. Schematic figure of the prototype system 

The system uses the platform-independent Java 3D API [12] to give the user a graphical 
overview, including rotation and zoom capabilities, of the nodes and elements stored in the 
database. This information visualisation capability makes it easy to verify that the correct 
information is available for the simulations. Figure 4 shows nodes represented by the system. 

Figure 4. The system displaying a 3D and a 2D nodes array 

3.1.1 Data Representation and Management 
The system also has functions for importing and exporting data in ASCII based STEP Part 21 
files [13], defined by the STEP standard and represented as an EXPRESS schema [14]. In this 
case the system uses the EXPRESS schema “Engineering Analysis Results” (EAR), 
developed at VAC, as the internal database schema [15]. 

The system also contains an interpreter for SDRC’s open universal file format [16] that is a 
de-facto standard within the simulation community. The universal file format describes 
simulation information, such as meshes, elements, loads and results. The system interpreter 
can take universal files and convert them to Part 21 files that are compliant with the EAR 
schema, see Figure 5. Many simulation and mesh generating tools support the universal file 
format that makes it possible to import information from many different sources. Information 
from sources not supporting universal files can also be imported and exported as VAC has 
developed import and export routines for numerous in-house and commercials codes. 
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Figure 5. The input of universal files to the system 

The embedded OO-DBMS AMOS II is used in the system to store and manage 
information. The system is written in Java and communicates with AMOS II via the AMOS 
Java API, using its extensible and object-oriented query language. AMOS II support import of 
conceptual schemas, written in EXPRESS, and its corresponding data, based on Part 21 file 
format, via the AMOS II extension ST-AMOS [17]. 

3.1.2 Simulation Information 
The information that was to be handled by the system was determined with the help of the 
users of the simulation software in each of the different processes. This was found to be: 

Nodes
Elements 
Stress, strain, temperature, plastic strain, etc.  
Boundary conditions 
Material data 
Process parameters 

Material data and process parameters were excluded at this initial stage of development of 
the system and only the information crucial for simulating the cutting process was included in 
the system. However, material data and process parameters are clearly central to any 
simulation and must be included in the completed system. 

The information needed to simulate the welding of the spool design, see Figure 6, are 
process parameters, boundary conditions, result sets, material data and geometry information. 
The results from this simulation are then stored and the information needed for the next 
simulation is extracted from the system together with a subroutine file appropriate for that 
simulation. 
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Figure 6. Identified need of information exchange in a Spool manufacturing simulation 
3.1.3 Simulation Engine 
The manufacturing simulations are performed using the simulation tool MCS-MARC [18]. 
MARC is a general-purpose finite element program for advanced engineering simulation as 
required to simulate processes such as welding, heat treatment and machining. The system 
uses MARC’s subroutines to import information to MARC. To do this, the system exports a 
data file and an import subroutine file. MARC imports the information by executing its 
import subroutine that reads the information from the data file. The process parameters 
required for different simulations are incorporated into the data and subroutine files by the 
system according to MARC’s definitions. 

MARCSystem

Subroutine
file

Input file to
MARC

Sending of sub-file

Figure 7. Export from the system to MARC by using subroutine and data files. 

3.2 Conceptual Model used in the System 
A conceptual model described in the EXPRESS language is used to define information in the 
present manufacturing process domain. EXPRESS is an object-based language for modelling 
information schemas and is a part of the STEP standard. It was developed to provide a 
computer interpretable representation of product data encompassed by STEP. 

The conceptual schema used here is developed at Volvo Aero Corporation. This is known 
as the EAR schema and encompasses the information associated with simulations such as 
structural dynamics and computational fluid dynamics. To some extent, these engineering 
domains can use the same data. Both divide the component geometry to be analysed into a 
mesh with nodes and elements, which is a basic technique, used in common numerical 
methods. 
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The EAR schema has been developed specifically to suit the needs of VAC and 
incorporates information required by an aircraft engine manufacturer for simulation and 
verification of results. External modelling experts have, along with simulation experts, 
verified the correctness of the rules in the EAR schema and that it supports the user 
requirements. 

In addition to better understanding database and computer science aspects of managing 
engineering data, the current work has a specific focus on assessing how well the schema suits 
the information management needs when simulating a number of different, but dependant, 
processes in a manufacturing process chain. 

3.3 Interfaces to Different Formats 
For the system described in this paper, data import is managed through input files based on 
the universal file format while data export is made in a format suited for input to MARC. The 
data export routines have been written to provide the data required for manufacturing 
simulation in MARC, and both result sets and mesh information are exported. As mentioned 
earlier, the result sets and mesh information are imported to MARC using user written 
FORTRAN subroutines that MARC access. 

The system is not limited to data input from universal files or export of data for simulation 
in MARC. Different input and output filters written at VAC can also be used to allow import 
and export of data from other commercial programs as well as from VAC in-house developed 
programs. Indeed, data from any Part 21 file based on the EAR-model can be imported to the 
system allowing, for example, data visualisation to be carried out. 

3.3.1 Universal File Format 
The system imports information following the universal file format, a well documented and 
open de-facto standard based on ASCII files and developed by SDRC. This format is widely 
used within the simulation community and many simulation programs can export and import 
information based on this format. The universal file format supports features such as finite 
element information, boundary conditions and result sets. The features of the universal files 
that are implemented in the present system are currently limited to nodes, common element 
types and result sets, such as stresses and plastic strains. 

3.3.2 The Simulation tool MARC  
MARC is a commercial simulation engine used for solving problems using linear and non-
linear simulation. MARC offers state-of-the-art functionality including automated contact, 
automated meshing and is capable of handling large problems. It is also possible to run 
MARC on parallel computers to speed up solutions. Only a small portion of MARC’s 
functionality is used in this project. 

The developers of MARC have recognised that many users require capabilities that the 
standard software does not support. To solve this problem, user subroutines can be 
incorporated into the MARC analysis software to extend the capabilities of the software. The 
user subroutines, written in FORTRAN, allow, for example, complex material properties or 
friction coefficients to be represented. 

In this project, subroutines are used to import mesh information, process parameters and 
residual stress data. The residual stresses are the result of deformation of the product in an 
earlier manufacturing process and must be included to allow accurate simulation of the 
material behaviour in the manufacturing process chain. Subroutines are also used to 
deactivate elements in the simulation of the cutting process. 
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3.4 Development of the System 
The system has been developed to allow information to be represented in an object-oriented 
database using a conceptual model described in a standardized format. A standardized format 
ensures that the system remains independent of specific systems or proprietary data formats. 
The conceptual model, described using EXPRESS, also supports standardised data exchange 
based on Part 21 files. 

For development of the input routines for data based on the universal file format, the 
commercial parser ST-Developer was used to parse the EXPRESS data model into useful 
C++ classes. These classes were then used as the basis for the universal file import routines. 
Universal files are first read into ST-Developer’s internal database and then exported as Part 
21 files that can be imported into the system database. 

C++ classes

Code, that
interpret the
universal file

(Based on the
C++ classes)

UNV

Simulation Data

Conceptual Model

EXPRESS

STEP
Part 21

file

Figure 8. Parsing the EXPRESS schema to C++ classes using ST-Developer 

The system was developed in Java for its platform independence and the long-term 
possibility to support access to the system via applets using web browsers. This makes it 
possible to run the system over a company intranet. Since web browsers and corporate 
intranets are now are almost ubiquitous, this makes it easier for product developers to share 
ideas and simulation results with other departments in the company. 

Routines written using the Java 3D application-programming interface (API) are used by 
the system to display mesh information, such as nodes and elements. Since the Java 3D API is 
a high level API, the application developer does not have to be a graphical or rendering expert 
to create 3D visualisation applications.

AMOS II, developed at Uppsala University, Sweden, was selected as the database 
management system since it can import and export information based on Part 21 files and 
since it supports data access using an object-oriented query language, AMOSQL. AMOS II 
also has a Java API so the system, which is written in Java, can access and manipulate 
information easily by posing queries using this API. 

4 Database Management 
AMOS II is a main-memory database management system. Furthermore, it is an object-
relational DBMS that include an extensible object-oriented query language ideal to represent 
data organized object-based manner. In the current implementation, AMOS II is used as an 
embedded database where external queries can be posed to the system using the Java API 
within AMOS II. 
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AMOS II can handle data from many different sources and in different formats. As well as 
importing and exporting information, AMOS II can also be used as a mediator of information 
between different data sources. AMOS II can also be configured as a distributed DBMS. 

AMOS II Mediator Kernel

Relational

Java callin Inter-AMOSODBC/JDBC

ST-AMOS ORWISE Inter-AMOS

Client

Mediator

Data Source

Wrappers

Interfaces

Goovi
Browser

Excel
Model

Embedded
AMOS II

CAE

RDBMS

ODBC CAE
System

Google
etc.

Other AMOS II

Optimise

Combine

Match

Represent

Plug-ins

Figure 9. AMOS II – Architecture 

4.1 ST-AMOS

AMOS II has an extension called ST-AMOS, which allows import of information in the 
STEP Part 21 file format. A corresponding conceptual model defined by an EXPRESS 
schema describes the information that the file contains. The internal structure of the database 
follows the structure of the EXPRESS schema. 

Part 21
Interpreter

EXPRESS
Interpreter

Simulation Data

EXPRESS Schema

Simulation Data

Conceptual Model

EXPRESS

AMOS II

STEP
Part 21

file

Data
+

Description
=

Information

Figure 10. The input of data into the system using ST-AMOS 

4.2 The Java API of AMOS II  
The system also uses the ability to extend and pose queries to the database using the Java API 
of AMOS. 
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System
ST-AMOS

Callin (AMOS II Java API)
AMOSQL Statements

Figure 11. Query from the system to AMOS II by using AMOS II Java API 

By using the Java API, it is also possible to access AMOS II servers on the Internet, or 
within a corporate intranet. This means that the system does not need to run on the same 
computer as the DBMS. However, this feature is not used in the current system because the 
simulations performed are limited to one site. 

Allowing simple access to foreign data sources is useful if the system is implemented in an 
engineering environment where numerous design tools and simulation codes are used. 
Exchange and sharing of information between different domains, which may contain 
information based on different conceptual models, can be mediated by AMOS II. This 
effectively eliminates duplication of information since the mediated information remains at 
the original data source.

5 Examples of the System 
Two examples of how the system developed can be used are given below. The first example 
shows how mesh information can be extracted from the database and visualised. The second 
uses the system to produce error estimation concerning the cutting path in the method of 
element deactivation used to simulate cutting. The simulation data used in the examples is 2D 
although the system also handles 3D data. 

5.1 Mesh Extraction 
The first example shows one of the simplest tasks that the system can perform that is to 
visualize nodes and elements stored in the database. Data is extracted using embedded 
database queries, posed through the Java API. The system also uses visualization primitives 
based on the Java 3D API to present the extracted information on screen,. The user interface 
allows the user to zoom, pan and rotate over the visualised mesh allowing interesting parts to 
be examined more closely. This makes it easier for the user to confirm that the correct mesh 
has been selected for the next simulation. 
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(INV) in domain(INV) positions
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for node domain
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position in space

position 3d

position 2d

cartesian position 3d

cartesian position 2d

Figure 12. A section of the EAR schema expressed in EXPRESS-G containing: Element 
domain, Node domain position, Id numbers and Position in space 

The relationships between elements and nodes in the EAR schema is described in 
EXPRESS-G and illustrated in Figure 12. As seen in the figure the elements and the nodes are 
connected to their id numbers via the element- or node-domain. The array position that an 
element or node has gives its id number based on the same array position in the id array. 
Although this is suitable for storage of simulation results it makes the queries that have to be 
posed rather complex if the database schema is based on the EXPRESS schema, see the 
queries below. 

Retrieval of node positions connected to an element can be done using three AMOSQL 
functions, and illustrates another example of how the model generates complex queries. 

create function get_element_nodes(integer j) -> vector of st_node as 
 select nodes(e) 
  from st_element e, st_element_domain ed, 
   st_domain_id_numbers din, integer i 
  where elements(ed)[i] = e and for_domain(din) = ed 
   and id(din)[i]= j; 

create function position_of_node(st_node n) -> vector of real as 
 select values(positions(ndp)[i]) 
  from st_node_domain_positions ndp, st_node_domain nd,  
  integer i 
  where nodes(nd)[i] = n and for_node_domain(ndp) = nd; 

create function position_of_element_nodes(integer i) -> 
  vector of real as 
 select position_of_node(get_element_nodes(i)[j]) 
  from integer j; 

The system uses the same data access functions to extract mesh and node information 
needed for the simulation in MARC. Input to MARC is currently a manual, file-based activity 
requiring mesh information and a subroutine file. The subroutine file is then executed to 
import the input file and perform the simulation. 

5.2 Calculation Using the Data Stored in the Database 
Database technology makes it possible to pose queries and access information to perform 
tasks that are difficult or impossible with a conventional simulation tool. The DBMS can be 
extended with new functionality in a much easier way through user-defined application-
specific types and functions in comparison to a corresponding implementation in a 
programming language and recompilation of the application system. 

A limitation to the cutting simulation, as implemented today, is that it must be done on a 
geometry meshed with four-node elements and that the cutting path must go through opposing 
element edges. In other words, there must be two element corners between the cutting path 
and the edges it is cutting through. If the cutting path crosses two edges that share one corner 
an error occurs and the simulation halts. 
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The simulation is also sensitive for cutting paths that are near corners. This is due to the 
deformation caused by removal of elements and their residual stress contribution to the 
structure. A new equilibrium is calculated whenever an element is deactivated and hence the 
mesh continually distorts. Since the elements “move” during the simulation, it is possible that 
the cutting path will share a corner and the simulation fails, even if the original mesh and 
cutting path did not. 

An extension to the system has been developed that retrieves element and node 
information from the database and uses the imported cutting path to establish whether the 
simulation may succeed. It also shows how far from the nearest corner the cutting path goes, 
that can be used to perform estimation if a mesh is suitable for the cutting simulation. 

1

Cutting path

2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15

Deactivated elements

Figure 13. Cutting path and deactivation of elements 

An AMOSQL function has been defined that retrieves elements that shares two nodes with 
another given element. In Figure 14, the cutting path is at element nr 8, which shares two 
nodes with elements 3, 7, 9 and 13. By using the how_many_common_nodes function the 
system is able to retrieve the possible “next” elements that the cutting path enters. These two 
functions are defined as: 

create function how_many_common_nodes(st_element e1,
  st_element e2) -> integer as 
 select count (select i 
  from integer i, integer j 
  where nodes(e1)[i]=nodes(e2)[j] ); 

create function which_elements_share_two_nodes( 
  st_element e) -> vector of st_element as 
 select elements(ed)[i] 
  from st_element_domain ed, integer i 
  where how_many_common_nodes(e,elements(ed)[i])=2; 

6 Results and Future Work 
The system uses the AMOS II DBMS to store and exchange simulation information between 
different manufacturing simulations. The database schema is based on the EAR EXPRESS 
schema, which describes simulation information, such as meshes and result sets. Results and 
meshes from one simulation can be imported into the system via the STEP Part 21 interface to 
AMOS II and subsequently extracted to be used as part of the input data for the next 
simulation. The system is capable of managing information from many different kinds of 
simulations, although only information related to simulation of manufacturing processes has 
been implemented within the project. 

The system can use and manipulate information independent of its origin. This separates 
the data from the simulation tools and allows data manipulation tasks to be performed even if 
the simulation tool is exchanged. For example, if the deactivation of elements is to be 
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performed in a simulation code other than MARC, the success probability routine will still be 
valid. Even tasks that are today carried out by the simulation tools can be generalised and 
incorporated in the system, such as user-written codes. The DBMS functionality makes it 
easier to store, retrieve, combine and exchange simulation information in the system. Being 
able to query and process information will help streamline the product development process 
and the mediator functionality of the system will act as a foundation for combining 
information from different domains without duplication. 

Part of this work has been to investigate the applicability of standardized formats in 
representing and managing product data and showing how the EAR schema could be used as 
a basis for representing data in a manufacturing application. These standardized formats are 
usually defined to cover information representation within a certain domain. This means that 
these formats might not be optimised or suitable for managing information, i.e. to operate on 
the information in that format. Thus, to accomplish an efficient processing of information it 
can be required to further develop or redesign of these formats. The initial findings, i.e. 
complexity of the queries  seem to point in this direction but this topic must be studied in 
more detail.

Structuring process parameters to fit the different simulations that are carried out is still an 
issue since there is no standardised format for describing process parameters. Nearly every 
simulation tool uses its own proprietary format for describing process parameters. To make it 
easier to link different simulation tools together it is important that process parameters are 
described in a standardised and general way. 

To further develop the prediction of a successful cutting simulation it would be possible to 
analyse the mesh after every element deactivation and thereby predict the accuracy of the 
mesh. If the mesh becomes distorted, it would then be possible to interrupt the simulation to 
remesh. To do this, the system must interact continuously with the simulation software during 
the simulation and calculate the mesh correctness. 
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A DESIGN TOOL INTEGRATING CAD AND VIRTUAL 
MANUFACTURING FOR DISTORTION ASSESSMENT 

Marcus Sandberg, Peter Åström, Tobias Larsson and Mats Näsström 

Abstract
In almost all manufacturing industry machining operations are common. In the aerospace 
industry, forging and casting operations are often used to manufacture the initial component 
shape. Both forging and casting introduce unwanted stresses in the component, which in 
subsequent machining stages can be a source for distortion. Hence, predicting the effect of 
both the initial manufacturing method (casting or forging) and the effect of machining on 
component distortion is crucial in order to avoid components to be wasted due to failure to 
achieve the geometric tolerances required. The design tool which is presented in this paper 
couples simulation of distortion effects due to machining with CAD, in a design tool where 
knowledge of how to perform a machining simulation is captured within the tool. The system 
uses Python scripts for pre-processing and post-processing purposes while the solution of the 
direct problem is performed in the finite element software MSC.Marc . The complete system 
process is governed by a UNIX shell script. The system allows for an engineer to estimate 
distortion effects due to machining. The tool is believed to help in bridging the gap between 
design and computational engineers in manufacturing planning stages of engineering design. 
By using tools like the one presented here, both component quality as well as accuracy with 
which cost related to a machining operation is determined can be expected to increase since 
distortion problems can be solved or prevented already in manufacturing planning stages of 
engineering design. 

Keywords: Knowledge Enabled Engineering, Finite Element Analysis, Design Support, 
Virtual Manufacturing, Machining Distortion. 

Introduction 
Design for manufacturing is a critical issue in engineering design promoting techniques to 
define a manufacturable product. The main idea is to always consider the manufacturing 
impact of a design change and reducing number of manufacturing steps by minimizing 
number of parts. In order to carry out this, the designer needs a comprehensive manufacturing 
insight.

In jet engine component manufacture, machining operations are common. Especially turning 
operations are common to excavate material in order to produce the desired component shape 
of axisymmetric components, see Fig. 1.  



Figure 1: Axisymmetric LPC Spool. 

The manufacturing process sequence of aerospace components often starts with the 
manufacture of a casting or a forging. Both these processes introduce a residual stress field in 
the component. In the forging case, most of the stresses are introduced due to large 
deformation during the forging process while in the casting case; stresses are introduced in the 
cooling phase. Even though various heat treatment operations are common to relieve these 
stresses, the stresses can still be a source to unwanted distortions in subsequent machining 
operations. Hence, predicting the effect of both the initial manufacturing method as well as 
the effect of machining on distortion is crucial in order to avoid components to be wasted due 
to failure to achieve the geometric tolerances required. A typical manufacturing process chart 
for aerospace components is presented in Fig. 2. The fact that the order and the combination 
of these manufacturing processes vary depending on situation is in the figure indicated by 
separate loops between each of the processes.

Figure 2: Typical manufacturing process sequence for aerospace component manufacture. 

In a scenario where a new component is developed, and where the development time is short 
before a product offer is made, it is important to know how the component should be 
manufactured in order to fulfill a number of requirements. There are component requirements 
such as distortion requirements that can be assessed using virtual manufacturing (Simulating 
the thermo-mechanical effect of a manufacturing operation on a component). When making a 
product offer, the price of the component is to a great extent set by the manufacturing cost. 
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The opportunity to in advance determine manufacturing steps and sequence by the use of 
virtual manufacturing tools not only serves as an aid in determining this cost but also decrease 
the risk associated with uncertainties in how the component should be manufactured. This risk 
is directly related to the economical risk in making a product offer before knowing if it is 
possible to manufacture the component as anticipated. In this sense, virtual manufacturing can 
be regarded as a risk reducing activity. 

It is recognized by several authors [3] [4] [5] that computer aided engineering for design and 
analysis is important for product development activities. Adams claims in [3] that in many 
companies today, FEA is separated from other design activities performed by the designer. He 
means that FEA is more or less seen as a crisis tool which is brought into the design process 
when a problem that can not be solved otherwise is encountered. Adams also claims that the 
benefits of making analysis tools, such as FEA tools, part of the daily work of the designer 
would decrease product development time as well as increase the quality of the product. 
Instead of using FEA tools as failure verification tools, Adams mean that they should be used 
for predictive engineering. Bylund et. al. draw similar conclusions in [4] where a simulation-
driven product development process is suggested where, as also suggested by Adams in [3], 
the designer’s role would change to also incorporate more analysis work. 

Both among researchers active within the engineering design community and researchers 
active in the computational domain, a common view is that there is a trend towards a more 
extensive use of computational methods as an aid in engineering design activities [1] [2] [3]. 
It is the belief of Bathe [2] that the evolution towards homogenous CAE systems where both 
CAD and FEA tasks can be performed easily within the same software will become important 
in the future. This evolution has since then already been taking place in many of today’s 
modern CAE systems. However, the analysis capabilities of such CAE systems are still today 
mostly intended for linear analysis. Combinations where a user can investigate manufacturing 
issues concerning the thermo-mechanical effect of a certain manufacturing operation on a 
component are rare. The reasons for this can be several, but one of them is believed to be the 
fact that simulating manufacturing processes is very complex. There are many complex 
physical phenomena that are not completely understood involved in manufacturing processes 
such as welding, heat treatment and machining. The evolution towards computational models 
that take into account complex physical phenomena however continues. As knowledge about 
these processes increases, the ability to account for them in computational models also does. 
Another issue is computational effort. Simulating manufacturing processes is computationally 
demanding and computational times of days or weeks are common.  

The issues with knowledge of the physics in the process and computational effort are in fact 
connected. To enable simulations of manufacturing processes to be performed within a certain 
time frame, computational simplifications must be done. In order to make sound 
simplifications of which process physics need to be modeled and which does not for a certain 
application of the results, in-depth knowledge about both the process and its’ physics is 
needed. This justifies the existence of parallel development of computational models able to 
capture complex physical phenomena as well as models that neglects certain aspects of the 
process in order to increase computational speed. In concept development stages of product 
development, if not in all stages, the computational effort associated with simulating certain 
manufacturing processes with full detail is still too great. Performing non-linear finite element 
analyses often requires computational expertise since the quality of the result from such an 
analysis is greatly dependent on the analysis parameters specified by the user.  



The design tool presented herein is an effort to combine analysis possibilities of machining 
effects in a knowledge based engineering tool where a designer without computational 
knowledge can assess possible distortion issues originating from initial manufacturing method 
and choice of machining process parameters. The design tool thus can be claimed to capture 
process knowledge rather than product knowledge. The process knowledge constitutes of non-
linear finite element knowledge applied within the field of manufacturing process simulation 
and specifically simulation of effects of machining on component distortion. 

Recent work 
Knowledge based engineering has emerged during the latest decades as a popular way of 
supporting design tasks. It is commonly claimed that the benefits of KBE is the greatest if the 
product change, from one product in the product family to the next, is minor. KBE is also 
preferably used for design tasks of routine characteristic where a designer makes knowledge 
based decisions on a daily basis. The increase in engineering productivity through the use of 
KBE lies in that tedious, time consuming, error prone and repetitive tasks can be automated 
[6]. There are also examples where KBE is applied to structural analysis where the goal of 
merging KBE and analysis ranges from automation of meshing tasks to automatic application 
of boundary conditions [4]. Other applications range from damage tolerance design of aircraft 
bodies [9] to configuration and finite element analysis of aircraft composite designs [10]. The 
focus of most research combining KBE and analysis is still to either automate the creation of 
an analysis model from the real product geometry [1] or to use KBE to automate the 
translation of the real load case (or environment) into model boundary conditions. Either way, 
the knowledge captured is knowledge regarding how reality should be translated into a 
computational model, or as stated by Chapman in [6], storing the how, why and what of a 
design.

Research where the potential of merging KBE and non-linear finite element analysis is 
investigated is not common. The type of knowledge captured in the design tool can be 
claimed to be independent of the product, since it can be applied to any product being 
machined. It is also a way of enabling designers with no or little computational background to 
perform finite element analyses rationally and cost efficient.  

The Design Tool 
Using knowledge enabled engineering, a design tool connecting CAD and distortion 
assessment using FEA has been developed. The design tool consists of a CAD software 
coupled to a finite element software (MSC.Marc™) by means of Python and UNIX scripts. 
The design tool is controlled through a graphical user interface.

Knowledge enabled engineering 
Taking-off from a knowledge based engineering point of view, knowledge enabled 
engineering (KEE) is here in focus. KBE often being associated with commercial software 
[11] rather than a method for engineering design knowledge reuse motivates a new definition. 
KBE applications also often capture product knowledge into a CAD environment rather than 
both product and process knowledge to be used for arbitrary applications. With KEE, all 
knowledge intensive methods are included [4], aiming at by any means enabling the 
engineering knowledge for the user of the engineering design support tool.

Tool overview 
The design tool is based on using the Unigraphics CAD software with the built-in module KF 
(Knowledge Fusion) which allows for design rules to be created. Coupled to UG/KF is a 



graphical user interface (GUI) where a user can define both geometry parameters as well as 
machining process parameters such as cutting depth and cutting order. Based on the 
information supplied by the user, Python scripts are used to both generate the tool path 
geometry file as well as the MSC.Marc™ input file to be used in the analysis. A schematical 
representation of the system is depicted in Fig. 3. 
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Figure 3: The design tool system layout. 

The tool path geometry file contains information regarding cutting order and machining 
depth. The process history file (e.g. a results file from the preceding analysis) contains 
information about the component process history such as residual state after casting or forging 
in terms of stress, strain, equivalent plastic strain and displacements. Before the analysis is 
submitted, an analysis model where the mesh is generated from the casting or forging result 
file, is created. Necessary analysis parameters are also set automatically through the use of the 
python programming language. Finally, a MSC.Marc  input file is created and a UNIX shell 
script controlling the analysis and system information exchange process is initiated.  

After the analysis is submitted via the UNIX shell script, the analysis is immediately 
automatically stopped for remeshing. The automatic mesh generator incorporated in 
MSC.Marc  suggests a new mesh to be used. At this stage, the file containing mesh 
information is edited via a Python script to reflect the choices made by the user in the GUI 
and to suit the element deactivation computational technique used to simulate effects of 
machining on component distortion. The analysis is then allowed to continue until finished 
and the distortion result can be communicated back to the user via the GUI.

Graphical user interface 
Graphical user interfaces are used to control both the geometric design and the distortion 
assessment, see Fig. 4. Left window in Fig. 4 show the main interface where the main flange 
geometric parameters are set. In the right window, process parameters are supplied by 
choosing number of cuts, cutting order and cutting direction. Cutting direction can be either 
positive or negative in x and y respectively. 
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Figure 4: GUI for specification of geometry and machining process parameters.

Machining Distortion Assessment using an Element Deactivation Technique 
The element deactivation technique used to simulate effects of machining on component 
distortion is a computationally efficient technique with which it is possible to analyze longer 
machining sequences. Simulating mechanical cutting by using traditional contact analysis is 
very computationally demanding due to a number of factors. Among these can be mentioned 
extremely high strain rates, complex changing contact conditions and the need for continuous 
remeshing to capture the cutting chip evolution. These factors effect the computational times 
negatively to the extent that using contact analysis as a tool for distortion assessment, when a 
complete cutting sequence is to be analyzed, is simply to time consuming. Contact analysis, in 
contrast to the element deactivation technique, take into account several physical phenomena 
such as heat generated due to both friction and plastic deformation in the workpiece material.  

However, during smooth machining conditions, approximately 80% of the generated heat is 
removed from the process with the chip [7] which is why the use of techniques such as the 
element deactivation technique can be motivated. The plasticized layer of material which is 
introduced by local deformation of material between the tool and the workpiece only has a 
thickness about some hundreds of microns [8] which means that the plasticized material from 
one tool pass is removed in the next. This also motivates that if distortions is the focus of the 
analysis, the element deactivation technique can serve as a tool for distortion assessment. 

The principal underlying assumptions using the element deactivation technique is that the 
majority of the distortions are caused by removing material with certain stiffness and a certain 
residual stress state. Removing this material reflects in a distortion of the component when it 
returns to a new equilibrium state.  

Results from Design Tool Testing 
The design tool has been tested on machining of flange geometries typically found on 
axisymmetric components in the jet engine. Flange joints are often used to connect one 
component to another within the engine and the tolerance requirements on the flange in terms 



of the mating surfaces being parallel to one another are strict. In addition, flange geometries 
are simple and therefore suitable for the testing of the design tool principles. 

The designer can in the scenario described here choose between two semi-finished starting 
materials, one which has been forged and one which has been casted. The intention of the 
designer is to investigate whether a casting or a forging is appropriate to manufacture a flange 
with certain dimensions. Further, the aim is to determine if the sequence of machining 
influences the distortion and what the final distortion is for two different machining 
sequences.

a)      b) 

Figure 5: a) Residual Von Mises stress state from previous forging operation [Pa]. b) Residual Von Mises 
stress state from previous casting operation [Pa]. 

Figure 5 show the initial states in terms of residual stress (Von Mises) resulting from the 
initial manufacturing method and prior to machining. 

Figure 6: Material to be removed by machining. 

The influence on distortion of two machining sequences has been investigated. The machining 
orders for these cases are listed in table 1 along with the number of machining passes to 
remove the material in each of the areas; A, AB, B, BC, and C, all visible in Fig. 6. The 



machining direction is indicated in table 1 with a [+] or a [-], referring to the coordinate 
system visible in Fig. 6. It is implied that machining of areas A and C is done in either 
positive or negative y-direction while machining of area B is performed in either positive or 
negative x-direction.

Table 1: Machining sequence I and II.  The prefix denotes the number of machining passes made while A, 
B, and C refers to the areas visible in Fig. 6. The [+] or [-] denotes the machining direction according to 

the coordinate system also shown in Fig. 6. 

a)                          b)

Figure 7: a) Final distortion after component being machined out of a forging (Distortion magnified 100x). 
Contours show x-displacement value. b) Final distortion after component being machined out of a casting 

(Distortion magnified 100x). Contours show x-displacement value. 

It is visible from Fig. 7 that the minimum x-distortion is obtained if the initial component 
geometry is produced by casting. The x-distortion due to machining is in the case of a casting 
being chosen a factor 20 less than that of a forged initial geometry.  

If casting is chosen as initial manufacturing method, the influence of altering the machining 
sequence can be seen in Fig. 8. Machining according to sequence I in table 1 produce the x-
distortion history visible as the solid line in Fig. 8, while machining according to sequence II 
produce the x-distortion history visible as the dotted line.  

 I II 
1’st area to be machined 4x (A[+], AB[+]) 2x (BC[-], C[-]) 
2’nd area to be machined 2x (B[+], BC[+]) 4x (A[+], AB[+]) 
3’rd area to be machined 2x (C[-]) 2x (B[+]) 
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Figure 8: a) Distortion history in the case of machining in accordance with the sequences listed in table 1. 
The solid line represents machining sequence I, while the dotted represents sequence II.  Shown is x-

distortion [m] as a function of time [s] for the two cases. 

Discussion and Conclusions 
The design tool presented herein has been tested in two scenarios. In one scenario, the initial 
residual states before machining are different and in the other, the machining sequence differs.  

In the scenario described here, where the focus is to minimize distortion due to machining, 
choosing casting as initial manufacturing method seems to be preferable. The influence of 
machining order is determined by investigating two machining sequences, see table 1. 
Altering the machining sequence does not affect the final result in this case. The final 
distortion after all machining passes is the same irrespectively of the sequence of machining. 
It is therefore clear that the best way of obtaining the final geometry among the cases 
investigated is by choosing a casting, while the order of machining has no influence on the 
final distortion result. 

The results indicate that the tool can be used for rapid distortion assessment in concept stages 
of product development. One of the advantages with a design tool like the one presented, is 
that part of the computational work traditionally performed by computational staff could in 
fact be performed by a designer. This is due to the fact that no or little FEA knowledge is 
needed for a user to submit an analysis and estimate distortion. The possibility to, already in 
the concept development phase, account for how the component will be manufactured 
increase the potential for savings in later stages of the product development process since 
manufacturing planning rework could be expected to decrease.  

The fact that no FEA knowledge is needed to perform a simulation also means that there is a 
risk for the so-called black box phenomenon where the user does not understand what is really 
being done when an analysis is performed. It is the belief of the authors that this can be 
avoided if cross-functional teams are formed where computational engineers and designers 
work together in the introductory phase. If the system development responsibility is assigned 
the computational engineers, they would benefit from the cooperation by learning how the 



designers work and thus how the system or tool should be designed to support their working 
principals. The designers would in turn benefit by learning more about which computational 
procedures are performed when submitting an analysis. In this sense, the gains for both 
categories of personnel are mutual. It is also believed that it is important in general with a 
system transparency that allows for the user to understand what went wrong if it does, in order 
to promote self-learning as much as possible. The role of both the designer and the 
computational engineer could come to change if KBE systems with manufacturing simulation 
possibilities were introduced as concept development tools. The designer would get the role 
of a design analyst, as described by Adams in [3], while the computational engineer could 
come to have more of a support function in concept phases of product development.  

Using the element deactivation technique for simulation of distortion effects is, in comparison 
to simulating certain other manufacturing processes, a computational easy one. The non-
linearity is mainly due to material non-linearity in contrast to processes where there are large 
thermal or mechanical gradients, intermittent contact or other severe non-linearities. User 
intervention when simulating for instance welding could be expected to be greater in order to 
enable the process to be simulated. An increasing level of necessary user interaction also 
increases the difficulties with an implementation in a knowledge system. It would therefore be 
of great interest to investigate the possibility to implement other manufacturing process 
simulations in knowledge systems. 
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O P T I M I Z AT I O N  O F  P A R A M E T E R S  I N  A  
F R I C T I O N  M O D E L  F O R  F R I C T I O N  W E L D I N G  

J. Peter Åström & Mats O. Näsström 

Abstract
One of the most important manufacturing processes for welding of large rotationally 
symmetric structures in aerospace industry is the rotary friction welding process. In 
this process two workpieces are welded together by holding one fixed, while rotating 
the other under influence of an axial load. Due to the frictional heat generation in the 
interface, the material in the interface is almost melted, but the process is still a solid-
phase joining process. When this stage is reached, the rotation is stopped and the axial 
load is momentarily increased. This is referred to as the forging stage. The two work 
pieces are then allowed to cool and the joint is ready.  

Simulating friction welding of rotationally symmetric components for aerospace use, 
the most frequently used computational method is the finite element method. In a 
model of two workpieces to be welded, a heat input model is needed. The heat input 
rate depends on the normal pressure, the relative angular velocity and the temperature.  

A friction model is suggested that takes into account the variation of the friction 
coefficient as a function of the normal pressure in the contact, the temperature, and 
the relative sliding velocity. Friction model parameters are determined using 
optimization techniques. The finite element software MSC MARC  is coupled with 
the optimization code INVSYS and friction welding of two cylindrical Ti 6-4 
specimens is simulated while optimizing parameters in the friction model.  

The optimization technique used in the work presented here is the subspace searching 
simplex method described by Rowan [1]. An objective function is formulated that 
minimizes the error between the measured and the calculated torque during a friction 
welding sequence. The aim is to obtain a generic model for the friction behavior that 
together with simple experiments on the same material can generate a heat input 
model to be used on large-scale components. 

Keywords: Friction welding, Finite element simulation, Friction modeling, Parameter 
optimization, Inverse Modeling, Virtual manufacturing. 

Introduction 
Friction welding is a solid-state process that produces a weld under compressive 
forces applied to a couple of workpieces with a relative angular velocity. Frictional 
heat generation in the workpiece interface cause the material in the fusion zone to 
become soft and a so-called flash is expelled in the interface region, see Fig. 1. 
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Figure 1: Flash development in the interface region. 

The advantages of the friction welding method are many. The process is self-cleaning 
due to expelling of material in the fusion zone, and therefore no weld preparation is 
generally necessary. The fact that the process is a solid-state process decreases the 
risk of hydrogen contamination in the weld with lowered risk for hydrogen cracking. 
A narrow heat affected zone is produced with subsequently lower risk for grain 
growth and reduced yield strength as a consequence. Other advantages of the process 
are the suitability for automation and the possibility to join different materials, to 
mention a couple. 

In the friction welding of two cylindrical specimens with an interface area of a, the 
radius of the cylindrical work pieces is denoted r, the angular velocity , the pressure 
P, the coefficient of friction , the welding time t, and the heat input rate q where the 
rotational velocity, the pressure and the welding time are the process parameters. The 
interface area (given by the radius) is a geometric parameter. The friction coefficient 
essentially couples the process parameters to the resulting heat input rate. The friction 
coefficient can therefore be regarded as the key parameter when a friction welding 
process is simulated. 

The pressure P and the relative sliding speed V(=r ) together with the friction 
coefficient  give the heat input rate q according to: 

a
aVdPq , where ad = 2 rdr   (1) 

The frictional torque generated over an area segment with width dr located at a radius 
r is: 

PdrrdM 22     (2) 

In the friction welding process studied, the axial displacement of one of the specimens 
is prescribed. It is only the friction phase of the welding process that is considered and 
used to obtain parameters for the friction model while the forging phase of the friction 
welding process is neglected. The angular velocity is considered to be constant during 
the process. The friction coefficient is dependent on temperature, velocity, and 
pressure. It is in other words dependent on factors that are not directly controlled in 

Flash
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the process, but rather a result from the direct parameters such as the pressure, time 
and relative velocity in the process. Moore states in [5] that the results of most 
investigations on the sliding speed influence suggest that it is reasonable to assume 
the following relationship as valid, 

debra cr)(    (2) 

where a, b, c, and d in Eq. 2 are constants that depend on the sliding material and the 
normal pressure while the product r  is the relative sliding speed in the contact. 
Equation 2 is plotted in Fig. 2 as a function of the relative sliding speed r  for various 
contact pressures.

Fig 2: Relation between coefficient of friction and relative sliding speed at various pressures. 

Moore also pointed out in [5] that the physical and mechanical properties vary due to 
temperature variations in the contact and that the constants in Eq. 2 cannot be 
considered to be constant during the friction welding process. If instead, as done by 
Sluzalec [2], the temperature dependency of the friction coefficient is studied during a 
friction welding process, the principal behavior is similar to that stated by Moore. 
This is of course not unexpected since a higher relative sliding velocity cause a 
greater heat generation and hence a higher temperature.  

Balasubramanian et. al. [6] have studied the friction welding of a pair of 1045 steel 
cylinders. They performed a regression analysis to obtain a multiparameter expression 
for the friction coefficient. Balasubramanian et al. further suggest a single expression 
for the coefficient of friction that takes into account the combined effects of 
temperature, pressure and relative sliding velocity. Eq. 3 shows the suggested 
expression with exponents obtained by Balasubramanian et. al. for a 1045 steel.  

321
0 VPT ,   (3) 

where 0=35.7, 1=-0.395, 2=-0.022 and 3=-0.601

The work presented in this paper is based on using the same principal expression for 
the friction behavior as in Eq. 3 and determine the exponents 0, 1, 2 and 3 for 

Low pressure 

Medium pressure 

High pressure 

Relative sliding 
velocity r

Coefficient of 
friction 
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titanium 6Al-4V cylinders by combining finite element analysis of the friction 
welding process with optimization techniques.  

Optimization Technique 
The optimization technique used in the work presented herein is the unconstrained 
subspace searching simplex method [1]. The optimization code is an in-house code 
named INVSYS developed by Wikman and Bergman [3] [4]. The method uses so-
called direct searching, which means that the value of the objective function is 
sequentially evaluated and compared in order to find the optima without requiring 
analytic or numerically estimated derivatives of the function. One advantage with the 
simplex method is its’ insensitiveness to noisy and non-smooth objective functions. 

The basic principle of the simplex method is described below. Assume the problem is 
to minimize a function f ( x ). That is,

minimize ),...,,,()( 321 nxxxxfff x

It is then necessary to use k points in the simplex method, where 

1nk

Each of the points x1, x2,…,xk is then evaluated and the point fulfilling 

)f(),...,f(),f(max)f( k21h xxxx

will be replaced by a new point rx . The centroid x  of all points but hx  is calculated 
as:

k

i
ix

k 11
1

x     , hi xx     

The new point rx is calculated as 

hr xxxx

The reflection coefficient  is essentially a scaling parameter that decides how far the 
new point is reflected about the centroid. If feasible (that is, if )hr f()f( xx ), the new 
point is replaced. Otherwise the new point is moved halfway towards the centroid and 
a new feasibility check is performed. The feasibility check continues 
until )hr f()f( xx .

There are also opportunities to use user defined constraints in INVSYS, but since 
none has been used in this work these will not be described further. 
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Figure 3: Optimization flowchart 

The optimization loop starts with the specification of an input file to INVSYS. The 
input file contains information about design variables, convergence criteria, 
executables to be used for the system control etc. INVSYS is started and an 
executable script is invoked that controls the entire optimization process. The design 
variables are sent to the application software, in this case the finite element code MSC 
Marc , and the analysis of the direct problem starts. When the direct problem is 
solved and the objective function is calculated via an external executable, the 
objective function is returned to INVSYS which produce a new set of design variable 
guesses and the process continues. A simple flowchart describing the process can bee 
seen in Fig. 3.

The objective function used to evaluate the finite element solution in this paper is 
calculated as, 

p

i
if

calc
if MxMabsxf

1

exp
,, )()(    (4) 

where 3210 ,,,x

In Eq. 4 above calc
ifM , x  is the calculated frictional torque (see Eq. 1) over the entire 

area of contact in the friction welding procedure at a specific time increment i. In the 
same way, exp

,ifM is the experimentally obtained frictional torque at a specific time 
increment i.

Friction Welding Experiments 
A number of friction welding samples of Tn-6246 were made in an AI Verson 
conventional friction welding machine at TWI, Cambridge, UK. One of the samples is 
depicted in Fig. 4. 

Design variables X 

INVSYS

PROGRAM

Objective function f(X) 
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Figure 4: Section of friction welded specimens made from Tn-6246. 

The diameter of the cylindrical work pieces are 20 mm and the length is 70 mm. 
Angular velocity, axial displacement and torque were captured during the welding 
process. The process parameters used are listed in table 1. Note that the axial 
displacement of the rotating workpiece is divided between deformation in both the 
stationary and the rotational workpiece at the welding interface. 

Angular velocity 1500 rpm 
Friction force ~25 kN 
Forge force ~30 kN 
Total axial displacement during friction 
phase (rotating work piece) 

5.1 mm 

Table 1: Friction welding process parameters. 

Immediately prior to welding the specimens were faced in the lathe and degreased 
using acetone fluid in order to remove any traces of grease present on the friction 
surfaces. The torque measured during the friction welding process is plotted in Fig.5 
as a function of time.  
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Fig.5: Measured torque during the friction welding of Ti -6426 cylindrical rods. The broken line 
represents the unfiltered experimental data and the solid line represents the filtered experimental 

data used in the objective function calculation. 
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Computational Model 
Fig. 6 show the computational model used to simulate the friction welding process. 
The model is axisymmetric and there are two discretized bodies, one which represents 
the rotating workpiece and one which represents the stationary workpiece. Symmetry 
is also assumed around the plane defined by the area of contact between the two 
workpieces. The purpose of the discretized stationary workpiece is thus only to allow 
the friction generated flux to be specified on a body not being remeshed during the 
analysis. The contact heat transfer coefficient between the stationary workpiece and 
the rotating workpiece is 1.0E+06 W/mK. The symmetry axis and the load body have 
been modeled using rigid bodies. No heat transfer occurs across the boundary 
representing the symmetry axis while the contact heat transfer coefficient between the 
load body and the rotating workpiece is set to 8 W/mK. 

Figure 6: Computational model for friction welding of cylindrical titanium specimens. 

Temperature dependent material properties for the rotating workpiece can be seen in 
Fig. 7. The material model is an isotropic material model with temperature dependent 
mechanical- and thermal properties and no work hardening. Latent heat effects are 
also accounted for. The melting range is between 1595 and 1675 degrees centigrade. 
Material parameters used for the stationary workpiece have been scaled from the    
Tn-6246 material data of the rotating workpiece to reproduce a rigid body behavior 
without heat conduction. Thus, material parameters for the stationary workpiece have 
been scaled according to table 2. 

Load body Rotating
workpiece

Stationary
workpiece

Rigid body 
representing
symmetry axis 

Loading
direction

A

B

C
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Table 2: Scaling factors for stationary workpiece material relative to the material data presented 
in Fig. 7. 

Figure 7: Temperature dependent mechanical and thermal properties for Tn-6246. 

The load is introduced via a prescribed axial displacement in the negative x-direction 
according to Fig. 8 of the load body indicated in Fig. 6. The stationary workpiece is 
fixed in space while relative motion between the symmetry axis and the rotating 
workpiece is allowed in the x-direction. Relative motion is also allowed in the y-
direction (radial) between the rotating workpiece and the load body and between the 
stationary workpiece and the rotating workpiece. 

Material property Scaling factor 

Young’s modulus 100 

Poisson’s ration 1 

Thermal expansion 0.01 

Yield stress 10 

Thermal conductivity 0.02 

Specific heat 1 
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Figure 8: Prescribed axial displacement [m] of load body as a function of time [s]. 

The coefficient of friction varies with the pressure, the relative sliding velocity and 
the temperature in the contact region according to Eq. 3.  

In the FE-analysis of the friction welding process studied in this work, the time step is 
chosen so that the time at every fortieth increment is equal to the time of sampling in 
the friction welding experiment. A total of 36 sampling points is used during a friction 
welding process time of 1.50012 seconds. 

If the flash behavior is to be modeled in the friction welding process, global 
remeshing is a necessity due to localized deformation in the vicinity of the contact 
zone. A thermo-mechanical coupled analysis of the friction welding process with 
remeshing is a time-consuming activity and hence the computational time needs to be 
kept to a minimum if a large number of analyses are to be made in within the 
optimization framework. 

The rotating workpiece constitutes originally of 600 four-node, isoparametric, 
arbitrary quadrilaterals with four integration points written for axisymmetric 
applications. During remeshing, the target element length has been chosen the same as 
the initial in order to keep the analysis time to a minimum. The stationary workpiece 
constitutes of 280 elements of the same type as in the rotating workpiece. 

Results
An optimization run was submitted with initial parameter values according to table 3. 
The optimization took 130 hours on a PC (Linux operating system) with an AMD 
1900+ processor (1.6 GHz) and 1GB RAM. The best parameter set found can be seen 
in table 4 with the corresponding objective function value. Table 5 lists the parameter 
set for one of the solutions that produces a solution with better flash geometry 
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agreement compared to that of the experiment. Complete parameter iteration history 
can be seen in Fig. 9, Fig. 10, Fig. 11, and Fig.12. The objective function value 
iteration history is visible in Fig. 13. 

Parameter Value Objective function value 
0 49.0800 690.17 

1 0.4550 

2 0.0130 

3 0.2560 
Table 3: Initial parameter set with corresponding objective function value. 

Parameter Value Objective function value 
0 78.6035 384.53 

1 0.5047 

2 0.02034 

3 0.2409 
Table 4: Optimized parameter set with corresponding objective function value. 

Parameter Value Objective function value 
0 112.8840 689.07 

1 0.4550 

2 0.0130 

3 0.2560 
Table 5: Parameter set with corresponding objective function value for an iteration (#2) that 

produces a better flash geometry agreement. 
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Figure 9: Parameter iteration history ( 0). 
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Figure 10: Parameter iteration history ( 1).
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Figure 11: Parameter iteration history ( 2).
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Figure 12: Parameter iteration history ( 3).
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Figure 13: Objective function value iteration history. 

The computed torque histories using the two parameter sets listed in table 4 and 5 are 
plotted in Fig. 14 together with the experimentally obtained torque histories. One 
parameter set is the one producing the minimum objective function value during the 
optimization and the other a set that inputs more heat compared to the optimized 
solution. The results are commented and discussed in the “Results and Conclusion” 
section of this paper. 
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Torque history
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  Filtered experimental torque   Unfiltered experimental torque
  Computed torque-minimum objective function value Computed torque-geometry agreement

Figure 14: Torque history for experiment and analysis respectively. 

The temperature history for the nodes labelled A, B, and C in Fig. 6 can be seen in 
Fig. 15 for the solutions with parameter sets according to Table 4 and 5.

Temperature history
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Figure 15: Temperature history for nodes labelled A, B, and C in Fig. 6. 

A comparison between the calculated final flash geometry and that of the experiment 
is found in Fig. 16 and Fig.17 for the two parameter sets listed in Table 4 and 5. 
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Figure 16: Comparison between calculated final flash geometry in experiment and analysis with 
parameter set according to Table 4. 

Figure 17: Comparison of final flash geometry in experiment and analysis with parameter set 
according to Table 5. 

Discussion and Conclusion 
Numerical problems producing local torque peaks have been a problem in the 
analyses. The origin of these problems has not been found. When comparing the 
calculated torque history obtained via the parameter set producing the minimum 
objective function value (Table 4) with the experimental torque history, the initial 
experimental torque peak is underestimated. In fact, if the torque peaks originating 
from numerical problems are neglected, the torque is consistently underestimated 
using this parameter set as can be seen in Fig. 14. The numerical problems mentioned 
tend to drive the optimization software to find solutions where the temperature 
gradients are smaller.  

If the final geometry for the solution producing the minimum objective function value 
is compared with that of the experiment (Fig. 16), it is evident that, with the material 
data used, the heat input rate is to low. A greater heat input rate would produce a 
thinner flash geometry, as for example the one shown in Fig. 17. In fact, if a solution 
where more heat is generated is chosen (Table 5), the flash geometry agreement is 
better, but then the torque is overestimated. This behaviour indicates that the material 
data temperature dependency for higher temperatures is wrong and specifically that 
the yield strength supplied in the material model is overestimated at higher 
temperatures.  

Using FE-analysis together with optimization has still proven to be a powerful way to 
determine parameters in a friction model for friction welding. The results are 
considered to be in reasonable agreement taking into account the simplifications 
made.  
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Figure 15 show the temperature history for the nodes indicated in Fig. 6 for the 
parameter sets indicated in table 4 and 5. Since no temperature measurements have 
been performed, the accuracy of the obtained temperature distribution will not be 
extensively discussed. Still, since the friction welding process is a solid-phase joining 
process and the maximum temperatures obtained in the analysis are below the melting 
point of the material (1250 degrees centigrade for the parameter set in table 5), the 
temperature results are believed to be physically reasonable. It would be of value to 
incorporate temperature measurements during the friction welding experiments. In 
this way, temperature correlation could be easier obtained by implementing the 
temperature difference between analysis and experiment in the objective function. 

The competitive advantage of using this FE-analysis together with optimization codes 
for parameter estimation is reduced if the computational time for each FE-analysis is 
allowed to increase over a certain limit. It is therefore important for the realization of 
a combined FE-analysis/optimization system that the computational time for each 
analysis is kept to a minimum. 

One way of reducing the computational time in analyses that use global remeshing is 
to allow for graded remeshing. Graded remeshing is used in order to specify which 
zones are important and which are not by enabling the element sizes to be defined 
differently in different parts of the model when remeshing. Graded remeshing would 
reduce the computational effort to some extent or allow for larger models to be used 
with the same computational effort.  

Using remeshing, it is not obvious how to handle boundary conditions applied to the 
original mesh when remeshing. It would therefore be of great interest to be able to 
apply boundary conditions to underlying geometry rather than to the discretized 
model. Applying boundary conditions to underlying geometry would make the 
remeshing independent of the applied boundary condition and enable specification of 
boundary conditions directly via the pre-processor.  The boundary conditions could 
after remeshing be mapped onto the new mesh and the analysis could continue.

Suggestions for further work are to include temperature as a parameter in the 
objective function calculation and thus to perform experimental temperature 
measurements while friction welding specimens. More extensive high-temperature 
material data is also needed in order to enable an accurate torque agreement between 
analysis and experiments. The origin of the numerical noise in the torque history must 
as well be investigated further. If these matters can be solved, the combined usage of 
finite element simulation and optimization seem promising in the effort to find a 
generic model for the friction behavior that together with simple experiments on the 
same material can generate a heat input model to be used when simulating friction 
welding on full-scale components 
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